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DEDICATION

This book is dedicated with much loving gratitude to dear Anastasia, to Vladimir Megre and to their two beloved, extraordinary children. We thank you for setting a model example and pointing the way to how our dear Family of Man on Earth can individually and collectively restore our human self and soul and our dear planet back to the original pristine, pure creation that our loving God created, and gifted to his Sons of God and Daughters of God on Earth. God bless their souls.

God bless their children.

God bless our loving Earth. God bless all motherland domains. God bless us all.

We are now, thanks to Anastasia and Vladimir Megre and the Living Grace of God, One eternally grateful loving, caring, sharing rapidly awakening Family of Man. So be it! And so it is.
Foreword
by Russ Michael

Nothing in the Universe happens by chance! I feel in my heart and soul that almost everyone on our mundane and often-seeming downcast Earth will be delighted, uplifted and enchanted to know more about Anastasia, a living flesh and blood, utterly beautiful, dynamic, astounding human Earth Goddess. How Anastasia’s pure loving thoughts and seemingly impossible mystical powers have already begun safely guiding and transforming humanity on Earth toward a greater betterment, enlightenment and upliftment of all.

Here is a true story of Anastasia who as a baby, a young girl and now an adult woman was and is loved and served by wild animals; they have fed and guarded her since she was two-years-old and leap joyfully to fulfill her every wish. Anastasia heals and performs what appear to be extraordinary miracles. She holds and disperses freely the Wisdom of the Ages. This volume is an introduction to Anastasia and the author of the Ringing Cedars series, Vladimir Megre.

Indeed, it is a very detailed book review of all nine of the astounding, extraordinary books written about
the very real, very mystical Anastasia by her down-to-Earth soulmate, Vladimir Megre, who was first wholly skeptical and is now spiritually fully awakened.

As “frosting on the cake,” so to speak, you will find brief individual book reviews of each of the nine Ringing Cedars series books in the Appendix of this volume. Various immutable laws of nature govern all existence in life. If your soul is ready, and even if your mind is skeptical as was the mind Vladimir Megre, author of the Anastasia Ringing Cedars Series, it draw you into the enchanted, light- and unconditional-love-filled very real world of Anastasia.

The vibratory flux of your awakened or awakening soul drew you here to my obviously enthusiastic, but humble and grateful, introduction to the gripping, delightful, beautiful world of Anastasia on Earth,

If you have already read any or all of the nine volumes in the dynamic, healing Ringing Cedars Series, please understand that I Intend and wish only to add to what Vladimir Megre, the unique, authentic and capable book author, has done. In truth, I could not, nor could anyone else, give enough genuine and worthy praise for how and what Vladimir Megre has already widely manifested on Earth by candidly, truthfully telling the whole world about his encounter with a seeming “out-of-this-world,” live human Earth
Goddess millions of us around our globe know as Anastasia.

Do not misunderstand! Every woman and man on Earth (or in the cosmos) is a living goddess or god. Did not a great Master teacher, a celebrated god, state, “Ye are gods”? The point is, most men and women on Earth have forgotten they are daughter or sons of God. In other words, masses of humanly embodied souls on Earth are still asleep, having forgotten their divine heritage of Oneness as a god and goddess co-creator of All That Is that Anastasia awakened to naturally by her birthright in the secluded, still pristine Siberian forest glade of her homeland, Russia.

I am moved and inspired to do all I can as swiftly as possible to help Anastasia’s beautiful dream of a new pristine pure Earth. The unfoldment of the final Golden Age on Earth for the Family of Man; a pathway into the future that has immutably replaced what would have formerly been an Armageddon of all life on our planet, as prophesied for millennia.

Another strong factor moving me to “dash off” this entire book within nine days is that in the mid- to late 1960s, I was a close “inner circle” world disciple and was mentored by the Master Djwhal Khul—also widely known as D.K and as The Tibetan.
Master D.K. has thousands of dedicated disciples in his Ashram that he tutors worldwide 24 hours a day. He constantly urged his chelas (students) worldwide to read and thoroughly understand the 20 volume Alice A. Bailey book series that he had transmitted telepathically to her. D.K. then urged us to lecture and write books under our own names in our own unique styles about the arcane mysteries, what is widely know today as “the secret,” that D.K. knew, lived and taught so well.

D.K. explained that this way, we would carry worldwide the desperately needed more light on Earth. We would spread and eventually grow this light greater than the Forces of Darkness that have held our Earth Humanity in covert bondage for millennia of time, for this is what we each and all had planned prior to our human birth. I followed that dictum. This is why and how my own 33 current self-help and spiritual books revealing the MYSTERIES, humbly faithful to my understanding, have been written and published in many languages.

I knew in my heart and soul that to help to introduce the masses to a truly awakened living human goddess named Anastasia would help lead many souls worldwide to her enlightened, healing work, speeding us all more swiftly into the final Golden Age on Earth
Anastasia has “dreamed” into our human world reality.

I know this volume will serve to awaken the masses, and even Initiates and world disciples (many of whom do not consciously know they are world disciples, like Vladimir Megre, Gandhi, Tesla, Walter Russell, Patrick Flanagan, etc.). Rousing them from their long slumber or awakening even more if already awake to claim their rightful, divine self-empowerment as Anastasia states, as creator Man! The Ruler of all the Universe!

All good reason, prompting, motivation and inspiration for why this book was hastily written by the I am that I am!

Therefore, this will help to explain why you are reading my joyful, thrilling introduction to beloved living goddess Anastasia. Hopefully, your flame will be lit and you will continue to carry this healing “Light of Knowledge” ever forward to many other yet sleeping or just awakening human souls on our dear ever-loving nurturing Mother Earth.

So be it.

Now, to address any criticism about the writing style of Vladimir Megre, author of the Ringing Cedars Series, Anastasia herself reveals that when someone, whether right or wrong from our judgmental mind
viewpoint, is genuine and true to what they believe or think they know, they are genuinely “authentic.” That someone automatically is then equipped with the ability to communicate that transcends our so-called “systems” or rules of grammar and other such systematic boundaries.

The true pure love Anastasia feels and expresses continuously throughout the Ringing Cedars series for Vladimir, whom I would term as her obvious “soul-mate” or possibly even her “twin ray” is based on the fact Anastasia sees beyond any stubborn static of the mind directly into the divine center of Vladimir’s divine human being. She fully recognizes, appreciates and greatly loves his unique, determined, keen “bulldog” questioning mind and pure authenticity.

I will add here—not to flatter or bolster my ego but to authenticate humbly—when a person or idea’s time has come, nothing on Earth can stop it. Same as Anastasia was inspired to dream our forthcoming Golden Age on Earth into being, in 1970, I was inspired to dream forth or introduce the concept or idea of “soul-mates” into the then even more so sleeping mass human consciousness.

Through the training of Master D.K., I knew that comparing the mundane physical body to physical body love relationship to a divine inner soul-to-soul
relationship would appeal to the masses of humanity on Earth. To open the window to the seeming forgotten fact that we are primarily human souls and not just living body masses, but divine fragments of Creator God, and that we each and all are immutably living human goddesses and gods in our own right.

Prior to 1970, our human masses on Earth had never heard of the concept or even of the word “soulmate.” I introduced mass humanity to the concept of a soulmate a single step at a time, similar to Vladimir Megre’s steps to introduce Anastasia to the world starting with my first bestseller book in 1970, Finding Your Soulmate, also self-published and still selling 38 years later in 12 languages. The sequel, Your Soulmate is Calling (one of five I have authored on this subject) was published in 13 languages. The German edition, Dein Seelenpartner Ruft Nach Dir, continues selling and selling eleven years after its publication.

My almost daily cross-country workshops, presentations as a featured author at many national new-age conventions and more than 500 (often repeated) guest appearances on radio and TV talk shows from 1970 to 1980 so thoroughly grounded or anchored the soulmate concept that now the word “soulmate” is known and understood by almost everyone in all languages on Earth today.
I repeat, nothing can stop an idea when its time has come!

In that vein, nothing can stop Anastasia’s dream to reduce the power of the dark forces and increase the power of the light forces on Earth. Our human mass awakenings to their divine identity within has already begun to reduce the dark forces control in human affairs, converting a headlong rush to the prophesied “end times” of almost all life on Earth controlled by the dark forces to a transformed, increasingly bright, light- and love-filled jubilant end times Golden Age. Abundance, cooperation and the loving well-being of all prevails, and the physical death of our human body will be a thing of the soon and wisely forgotten past.

Read on. Your new awareness of the dynamic, compelling presence of Anastasia—a genuine lovely living goddess on Earth—will delight, uplift and positively empower you. It will add to the spiritual depth your awareness of what and who you really are and will aid considerably to help you realize your own unique dynamic divine purpose and your utterly ecstatic soul fulfillment on Earth forever and ever.

So be it.
Chapter 1

Does Anastasia Really Exist?

Fact or Fiction—Does Human Earth Goddess Anastasia Really Exist? Yes, she does!

Let the author of the Anastasia Ringing Cedars series, Vladimir Megre, speak for himself as to the validity of his meeting and dialoguing with Anastasia, as published in the delightfully uplifting, awakening Ringing Cedars Series of healing books?

Vladimir Megre clearly states his answer at his website www.RingingCedarsofRussia.org. A lot of information about both Anastasia and Vladimir Megre can be found by typing their names into Google at www.google.com or your favorite search engine, and at Wikipedia at www.wikipedia.com.

According to Megre, Anastasia was born in 1969 and lives in a Siberian Taiga near a river named Ob. To answer the question, “Is she a real person?” Yes, she is. Anastasia is not a fictional character, but a real live person.

On www.Wikipedia.com, this clip is published about Vladimir Megre:
Anastasia and the “Ringing Cedars” books

Megre claims to have met in 1994 a mysterious young woman called Anastasia on the bank of the River Ob. She led him into the Siberian taiga, where she revealed her philosophy on Man’s relationship to Nature, the Universe and God, as well as lifestyle, education, nutrition, spirituality, family and sexual relations. These teachings became the basis for a series of best-selling books, The Ringing Cedars of Russia, first published in 1996. In ten years, they sold over 10 million and have been translated into twenty languages [3].

(End of Wikipedia clip-see an additional 15 references posted there))

In my own spiritual life work, I have discovered a skeptic determined to be right will often choose to remain a skeptic no matter how much evidence of a truth is presented. Thus, each person in life must seek her or his own truth about any seeming human life reality on Earth.

In my reality there is far more than enough documented evidence on many valid fronts to indicate this very capable author of is reporting his dialogues with Anastasia exactly as presented to him. I have not an iota of doubt about the validity of Anastasia, and the
credibility of Vladimir Megre, author of the Ringing Cedars Series.

In addition, few individuals on Earth can speak truthfully in depth about the past and present great mysteries of life and absolute laws of nature. I am well mentored in these subjects and find no inconsistencies in what I have learned and taught in 15-day nonstop workshops titled “The Mysteries” since 1974 and published my book of the same title on this subject through my own Millennium Publishing House, located in Washington, D.C., in 1975. I also produced and hosted my own half hour weekly TV show out of Warner TV, in Washington, D.C., in 1975. From my own knowing, I can assure you that beloved Anastasia knows all of what I know—and dimensions more. Like you, I too am learning and mastering, along with all of our rapidly gathering masses of now awakening human sisters and brothers on Earth.

Does it really matter who else believes or disbelieves in the existence of Anastasia as disclosed in the Ringing Cedars Series or whatever else you or I are presented with as a “truth”? Each one of us must go within to discern the truth of whatever new daily event that crosses our horizon. Do remember that what you give your prolonged “attention to” grows in your con-
sciousness and manifests eventually in your 3-dimensional reality.

“The Ringing Cedars” series has been translated into more than 20 languages. In due time, I predict they will be published in all major languages on Earth.

To gather more information or order any books from this series, please visit Vladimir Megre’s official website at www.RingingCedarsofRussia.org.
CHAPTER 2

Vladimir Megre Hears of the
Ringing Cedar’s Healing Power

Vladimir Megre’s Discovery of the Legend of
Russia’s Astounding Healing Ringing Cedars

When Vladimir Megre met with two very elderly gentlemen, he had no idea of the adventures or of the
great spiritual stewardship for which he was destined. These gentlemen told him the astounding tale of a rare
and ultra valuable 500-year-old Ringing Cedar tree that needed to cut down and made into sacred healing
pieces before it died.

Nor did he know until later, after his encounter
with Anastasia, that the two quite lively old gentle-
men, the grandfather stating he was 93 and the great
grandfather admitting to being 119 years old (which,
though saying nothing, Vladimir disbelieved) were the
Adept grandfather and Adept great-grandfather who
had raised the orphaned Anastasia from age two.

He was very impressed over the value—thus in-
come-earning possibility—of cutting down a whole
tree full of such sacred icons when he saw the healing
Ringing Cedar pendants each gentleman had on a necklace around their necks. They opened their shirts and showed Vladimir the many exotic and healing looking colors of the Ringing Cedar pendants, shined by the owners rubbing the icons for decades. When he saw and felt them, Vladimir mentally decided to do some library research of the value of the healing Ringing Cedar pendants when he returned to port where the three huge commercial ships he chartered and captained for an expedition on the River Ob deep into the Siberian forest.

Since other urgent matters were calling, he declined the offer of the two Adepts to take him to the Ringing Cedar located in a nearby glade in the depths of the Siberian Forest where he could feel it, see it and hear it ring.
Chapter 3

Vladimir Searches for the Ringing Cedar in Siberia

Vladimir Megre’s Search for the Ringing Cedar in the Secluded Siberian Forest Ranges of Russia

When Vladimir returned to port and found time to do his research, he immediately found so much supportive data about the healing and solid commercial value of the Ringing Cedar's nuts, oil, bark and healing pendant wood pieces that his entrepreneur excitement grew and grew.

Having been a quite successful entrepreneur in past ventures, he hastily made plans to return to the same Siberian forest small river dock where the two Adepts had approached him. He planned to find them, locate the tree and harvest it.

Time was wasting away and he was a man of action.

Vladimir hired a huge crew to come along to assist him in cutting down and transporting the Ringing Cedar tree when he found it. He planned to transport the cut timber back to port and to a nearby wood factory.
of his choice. The highly scented timber would then be selectively cut into many thousands of pieces and sold for a fair, hopefully highly profitable price in the Russian and worldwide “healing” market.

A few weeks later his newly hired crew and ship had arrived at the small river town dock where he had met and spoken with the two very elderly gentlemen.
Instead of docking at the small village where he had met the two Adepts, Vladimir docked his ship at a nearby town and hired a small motorboat to take him to that village. Before boarding his motorboat, he ordered the captain of his ship to continue on an already planned trade route where his company employees would sell their many wares.

Arriving at the tiny village, while tying the motorboat down at the dock he looked up to see a woman standing nearby wearing old-fashioned clothes with a shawl over her head and face. Vladimir, anxious to find the two elderly gentlemen and locate the Ringing Cedar, felt prompted to ask the woman if she knew where he could find them.

When she moved up close, he could not tell how old the woman was, but when he asked her where he might find two very elderly individuals, a father and son who lived in the area, she told Vladimir it had
been her grandfather and great-grandfather with whom he had talked.

To his even greater surprise, she called him by his first name and spoke informally as if she already knew him. He asked her what she called herself. She said, “Anastasia,” and then extended her right hand palm open for him to kiss, as was done with the gentry of the Russian area she lived in, but he could not bring himself to do that. He shook hands with her instead. The woman told him she could take him to the Ringing Cedar tree, but it would be a 25-mile trek through the thick Siberian forest.

Hardly believing his luck, Vladimir told her he was ready and asked her to lead the way immediately. En route, the woman said she did not personally approve of her grandfather and great-grandfather’s idea to cut the Ringing Cedar tree into little pieces and distribute them out to the masses. When he asked her why, she said, because the great healing and spiritual powers of the Ringing Cedar would then soon be in the hands of negative thinking people who would use it for dark purposes. She would prefer that the great healing forces and seeming magical power of all the byproducts of that Ringing Cedar would be in the hands of those who would do good rather than evil with them.
When they got deep into the Siberian Forest the woman stopped, removed her jacket, scarf and long skirt and placed them in a hollow of a tree. Vladimir was more than astounded. He could hardly believe the absolute goddess perfection figure and beauty of the young girl with flowing golden blond hair standing before him now. She had no make up on and her skin tone was perfect. Her natural glowing skin tone was unlike any other girl’s skin he had seen.

Anastasia was now wearing only a very short and lightweight smock. The temperature was only about 10 degrees centigrade and she did not appear to be a bit cold. Vladimir was utterly astonished. It was time to eat, so he opened his knapsack and extracted a bottle of cognac and some sandwiches, but she declined to drink any wine or eat with him. Instead, she lay down on the grass and let the sun’s rays warm her being. Vladimir saw her bare breasts and gorgeous shaped body and legs and felt sure it was an invitation for him to have his way with her.

As they hiked along through the thick woods, he asked Anastasia if she was not afraid to walk through the woods alone with a man, asking how she would defend herself if she ran into three burly men who would want to have their way with her. She smiled and said she had no fear whatsoever. Moved by her
great attraction, he grabbed her by the shoulders and pulled her close to him. She showed no fear and calmly asked him not to do that. A few moment later when he woke up, she helped him to his feet and told him that her guardian forces, named Harmony, had since age two been watching over her. Harmony had not approved of his feeling and actions so had immediately intervened. Vladimir felt but could not see some invisible force field hovering nearby over their heads, but it left their vicinity when Anastasia waved it off.

When he asked her why she had tempted him by baring her body, she told him she was not tempting him. She was very uncomfortable wearing clothes and that is why she had removed almost all of them. She saw his irritation and knew his mood had to change, so she said they needed to be on their way to arrive at her homestead near the great Ringing Cedar before nightfall. At first, he was so disconcerted at the strange and powerful way his sexual intentions toward her was rebuffed and he seriously wondered in his mind if he should travel any further with what he considered a “madwomen.”

He decided to travel on with her. While trekking along, he studied Anastasia and marveled at her persistent untiring energy and great bodily strength. She
took the heavy knapsack he was laboring with on every step off his back and carried it effortlessly. At the same time, she moved nimbly through the deep forest thickets and never seemed to tire.

Once Vladimir stumbled and almost fell, but Anastasia whirled with lightning speed and caught him. With her hand under his chest, she gently helped him upright before his own hands had hit the ground. It seemed she was endowed with both great physical strength and weird mystical powers. He would soon discover those were mere fringe powers compared to what beautiful Anastasia truly and fully possessed.
Chapter 5
Hardened Skeptic Vladimir Enters
Anastasia’s Mystical Natural World

Vladimir Megre, a Hardened Skeptic, Enters
the “Close to Nature” Amazing Mystical
Forest Glade World of Anastasia

After reaching what Anastasia joyfully called
home, Vladimir could not believe it. There was a
small cave in the lush glade forest beside the open air
clearing that she called her home. However, she rarely
chose to sleep on the soft bed of pungent cedar twigs
and needles and flower petals. Anastasia chose instead
to lay unclothed on a bed of pine needles under the
huge canopy of glittering stars so clearly seen in the
heavens above the secluded Siberian forest glade.

Obviously, Anastasia lived as close to nature as
one could only imagine. There was no house, no food
storage bin, no firewood for cold Siberian winters, no
special garden plot and no shelter other than the small
cave that was used only when shelter was needed. An-
astasia preferred to live and sleep outdoors in full sight
of the glittering stars overhead at night.
In addition, the animals of what “civilized” people like us call wild—bears, wolves, squirrels, etc.—were not only totally harmless but kept a constant guarding eye to make sure that no threatening individuals set foot in Anastasia’s small homeland territory.

Anastasia’s seeming mystical powers extended not only to tuning in to what was being said, done or thought by anyone in any “now” real time anywhere on Earth (or on any distant planets), she could visit anywhere and any time of the future or past of anyone on Earth.

Anastasia claimed it was her lifestyle of living so at one with nature that was mostly responsible for her seemingly great magical or miraculous mental and physical powers.
Chapter 6

Anastasia Unveils Her Adept Powers

Anastasia Unveils the Wide Range of Her Miraculous and Dynamic Adept Powers

In the course of their conversation during his three-day visit, Vladimir, highly skeptical of anything mystic and being a staunch believer in the authority of Newtonian laws of science, found much of what Anastasia revealed unbelievable. Only after he returned to civilization and saw Anastasia’s predictions of a future she had “envisioned” or created for him, that the sheer weight of the seeming daily miracles made him finally realize she definitely possessed all of the adept powers she had disclosed to him.

Anastasia explained that every human being is born with an invisible ray and if or when a person becomes aware of that ray, she or he can do any of the seeming miracles with the power and speed of thought and feeling.

Vladimir learned that not only could Anastasia utilize her ray to control or move physical objects, she could see clearly into the past and the future, thousands of years if she wished. She could also see and interact consciously with anyone she chose at any dis-
tance from her on Earth at any given moment in the “now” time.

She said there were others in addition to her, her grandfather and her great-grandfather who were pure enough in body, soul and spirit to use their individual ray and wield power over nature to a lesser or greater degree than she herself. The power always greatly amplified when two or more got together with the same powerful human intent with a power that would materialize physically what seemed like impossible deeds or events in time and space.

Fortunately, having personally been mentored concerning these rays by a Master Mentor known by many worldwide as D.K., I can attest they exist. I taught an accredited advanced class in Psychology at the University of Holistic Studies in San Diego, California, U.S.A., in the mid 1970s entitled “The Seven Rays.” I taught my fascinated psychology students that each of us were birthed into life through one of three unique life light rays.

In brief, at our core center we each and all are basically one of three types of human beings, a unique First Ray of Will and Power (a Master leader), a unique Second Ray of Love and Wisdom (a Master teacher) a unique Third Ray of Action and Intelligence (a Master business person). The One Humanity
Ray of All That Is forms a Trinity of rays, yet maintains Oneness (Father, Son-Daughter, Holy Spirit).

The three monadic rays of human spirit form extend to form the seven unique soul rays. These are Soul Ray One of Will and Power; Soul Ray Two of Love and Wisdom; Soul Ray Three of Action and Intelligence; Soul Ray Four of Harmony Through Conflict; Soul Ray Five of Concrete Science and Knowledge; soul Ray Six of Devotion and Idealism; and soul Ray Seven of Ceremonial Order and Magic. (The Oneness of the seven unique rays are still a Oneness at any point within all or any one of them)

Last, the admixture of ray forces between the Human Spirit, Human Soul and Human Body makes each human uniquely. No two are exactly alike in the cosmos. See my book, Divine Psychology, at www.soumate.com if you are interested in knowing why and how a psychological ray profile can be “read” seen or compiled, explaining why any one person has her or his great likes or dislikes. The proficiency or the major, minor and minute rays can be read or determined by anyone tutored in the aspects and attributes of the rays.

Furthermore, loving to experiment, I used my own ray under a seemingly impossible “staging of events” orchestrated in my mind while living in Virginia
Beach, Virginia, USA, years ago. The power of my focused ray made a seeming impossible event precipitate before my eyes. The timeframe was only long enough for me to close my eyes a moment to clearly envision the future event. When I opened my eyes a moment later, the exact person I had envisioned appeared before me. She uttered the exact four words I had “programmed” my ray that she would say aloud to me.

At another time, in another experiment using the focus of my ray, I threw two ordinary table die 12 times while commanding and focusing on them to total a face-up count of 7 on each throw, and they did.

I learned from a report published by Dr. Rhine at Duke University in North Carolina that psychics had demonstrated their psychic ability to throw a total of seven, seven times in a row, and the mathematical chance probability for a pair of dice to roll a seven, seven times in a row was one in a million. Imagine the odds of chance against rolling seven on twelve consecutive rolls. Millions? One in trillions?

Anastasia is in a category far above a High Initiate—she is known in the Arcane or ANCIENT MYSTERIES level as an Adept. She appears to have almost perfect control over four levels of embodied human consciousness, Adept in the physical, emo-
tional, mental and astral levels of human being. An Ascended Master is a woman or man who has perfect control of the first five levels of embodied human consciousness, as she or he has full control over the physical, mental, emotional, astral and spiritual levels of human consciousness.

As an active worldwide Lightworker, Anastasia is definitely a member of The Great White Brotherhood and has almost perfect control of self and environment, yet not totally perfect control, a “station” which would then elevate her Being into the human transcendence of an Ascended Master.

Yes, yes, yes, indeed! There most assuredly exists both a powerful light force and a powerful dark force—known as the White Brotherhood and the Black Brotherhood—on Earth and throughout the Cosmos.
Chapter 7
The White Brotherhood and the Role of Adepts on Earth

The White Brotherhood and the Role of Adepts and Masters, Present and Past, on Our Planet Earth

When Man (meaning man and woman) fell out of his perfect pristine pure state of spiritual consciousness countless ages ago, the reduction in individual or overall world reality vibration introduced a manmade lower vibrational level of “physicality,” or our reality in a 3-D world, as we over the ages have come to know it.

At our human 3-D plane level a distinct duality polarity between the lesser lights vibratory state and the higher vibratory lights state of individuals or masses soon became manifest and apparent.

No form, no thing exists without light. It your light disappears, you bodily disappear.

Light is light and light is life and even if it is of the dimmest of lights, a human being at dark force vibratory level can still maintain existence in human form.
However, over millennia of ages two clearly demarcated forces of light formed within humanity’s field of existence, which gradually took shape as the White Brotherhood and the Dark Brotherhood.

Those of the Dark Brotherhood each lived for themselves and sought out every means possible to separate one person from another, one friend from another, one neighbor from another, one tribe from another, or one nation from another. It used every darkly known or darkly inclined ways and means of gaining control of their tribes or nations, aiming constantly to have total control tyrannical over all humanity on Earth. Motivated by greed and power over others, breeding fear and terror, lying, cheating, murder, mass destruction of property and people, including genocide of whole nations was not under their radar.

War was and still is one of the dark forces greatest sources of income, thus providing greater control on all human fronts through bribery of governments. Institutions created to protect the masses are instead allowing pollution of the planet, destruction of our pristine environments. Chemical and pharmaceutical corporations pour rivers of poisonous chemicals into the soil and waters of Earth, polluting the air we
breathe and the water we drink, and while doing so are protected by dark governments.

On the other hand, the White Brotherhood is formed of the invisible and visible bearers of light, the Ascended Masters, Adepts, High Initiates, disciples of truth, and aspirants to the good life. All who bring their individual and collective light to bear on what is really going on behind tight darkly controlled mass media attempts to keep the masses uninformed, or misinformed, or not at all informed, thus controlled easily by a dark force government of any nation.

Thanks to past Lightworkers like Moses, Jesus, Mohammad, Krishna, Buddha, St. Germain and a known as Ascended Masters and our current Spiritual Hierarchy on Earth, the invisible sisters and brothers of the Great White Brotherhood on Earth, we would have already perished, as we did in ancient Lemuria and in our more recent mass human destruction in Atlantis.

However, the forces of light, Ascended Masters, and millions of awakened Lightworkers—with Anastasia being a now visible very heavy player—have averted the long predicted headlong plunge of Earth into mass destruction at “end times.” In fact, we have collectively turned the table on the dark forces. Their power and control on Earth diminishes daily, while
the power of light grows now upon our Earth in huge quantum leaps worldwide.

Instead, Earth and Humanity upon it is heading non-stop into our final gloriously bright Golden Age on Earth! So be it.

If you wish to know in detail more about the Great White Brotherhood, you may obtain my eBook, *The Secret Great White Brotherhood—Masters and Adepts of Planet Earth* at [www.100-Groups.net](http://www.100-Groups.net)
Chapter 8
Anastasia’s Upbringing

Anastasia, Orphaned at Age 2, is Raised by Two Loving Adepts—Her Grandfather and Her Great-Grandfather

When Anastasia’s parents both died within minutes of each other (her father died trying to save her mother’s life only to lose his life as well), her only close living relatives were her elderly grandfather and great-grandfather.

Fortunately, both of them had studied nature and learned to obey the great laws of nature. Conscious Adepts, father had taught son. In the family tradition handed up through ages both had learned and earned the power to control not only themselves in an adept way, but had learned how to responsibly summon often full control over the events of time and forces of nature in their environment. We, in what we call civilization on Earth, call what they could consciously perform “magic” or “miracles.”

Anastasia’s elderly adept grandfather and great-grandfather (the latter who was age 119 when Vladimir met them) knew full well it was not magic or
miracles, rather it was known immutable law of nature utilized and put to work to fit any event, person, place or thing in a free and uplifting way.

Just as her lovable, likable grandfather and great-grandfather had been, Anastasia was raised within pristine nature and was taught the ancient wisdom imbedded within every atom or form of life substance.

Both loving grandparents made certain that safe, ever-nurturing, fully alive Nature itself was her major mentor.

From age two on through childhood, teen-age maturity and adulthood, it was living Nature in its various life forms, from blades of grass, insects, a wide variety of animals, herbs, berries, fruits, bushes, trees, sun, moon, sleeping under the glittering, sparkling open canopy of starlight nights and drinking crystal clear water, breathing fresh air.
Anastasia’s Lovingly Controls Forest Animals

Anastasia Demonstrates Her Total Loving Communicative Control Over Forest Animals, All Eager to Serve Her Every Wish

Anastasia refused to eat what Vladimir called “normal” food. She opted instead to remain on her childhood diet of cedar nuts and dried mushrooms that the squirrels assembled and piled up in heaps before her, and berries, fruits, flower petals and choice blades of green grass.

All the wild forest animals obeyed her every command and rushed to be first to fulfill Anastasia’s every wish. They guarded, protected and nurtured her from birth. If she snapped her finger in a certain way, nearby squirrels would rush to be the first to bring a raw cedar nut, held tightly in their little mouths, already shelled and ready for her to eat.

When Vladimir went to sleep in the cave on that first night, it was a cold but the moment he laid down on the soft aromatic bed of small pine twigs and needles near the mouth of the open cave, he fell fast
asleep, warm and snug all night. He awoke in the morning thinking that Anastasia had thrown a thick fur pelt over his body to keep him warm and was greatly alarmed when he realized it was a huge bear.

Anastasia, standing at the mouth of the cave, immediately told Vladimir not to be afraid. She had called the bear in to sleep close to him, to keep him warm all night, and the bear would never harm him or her in any way. Anastasia explained later that Man was placed in the Universe to have all of nature serve his every wish and command; that the masses of humanity have fallen away from that knowledge and a fearless self-command of all life in any form around them an eon ago. She explained that Man—meaning man and woman as she used the term—were once pristine pure, as Creator God had created Man and all the vast Universe. Man got distracted and eventually forgot that he was the steward and guardian of all life forms on whatever planet upon which he chose to dwell.
Chapter 10

Anastasia Sees Past, Present and Future Events

Anastasia’s is able to see past, the dimensional present and future events.

Vladimir was greatly impressed at Anastasia’s extraordinary ability to look across the horizons of Earth to many thousands of miles away and clearly see what another human individual was thinking, feeling and experiencing in physical reality in the present. Even more impressive to him, she could look forward into the Eternal Now timeline and create a whole series of future distinct events, as she had done in her beloved Vladimir’s personal past.

Her creative abilities were not limited to individuals but utilized—at will—to help draw or steer individuals drawn into the future new time she created to lend their help in every possible way to manifest what she fore-ordained through her vivid, detailed dream power.

Anastasia wishing to lovingly aid in healing major illnesses in his body, could implant or dream new events into the lives of those she nurtured and loved.
She spent entire days looking across space into the lives of Russian citizens who were intently creating and working with their own small but precious family gardens.

As Anastasia candidly reveals (see upcoming Chapter 14), she can use her pure ultra-powerful Adept powers to envision a more awakened, more soul-fulfilling future for Man on Earth as a whole. It seems that anything Anastasia thinks of and desires strongly, she can manifest.
Chapter 11

Anastasia Creates the Future

Anastasia’s Power to Create Whatever Future She Desires for Herself and Even for Humanity as a Whole

Anastasia emphasizes often throughout the entire light-filled Ringing Cedars Series that personal control over one’s future or the gifting of helpful aid toward a more positive future of another is only possible when Man has re-purified her or his entire human being.

In fact, she emphasized the degree of power is in direct proportion to the degree of purity within any Man.

Mighty light forces gain power through purity, in complete contrast to dark forces that gain dark powers through repeated thoughts, feelings and acts of impurity.

Anastasia can, at will, know or see what goes on anywhere in the Universe and can teleport herself physically or through her second body (astral or etheric body any place in the cosmos she chooses. She claims this ability is inherent in you, me and every
other loving member of the Family of Man on Earth or in all of Creation.

If Anastasia thinks or feels a desire for a specifically more improved way of life for herself or for humanity in general, she simply builds and holds her own self-image or all of humanity in the light of that newly birthed “image,” trusting and knowing her focused imagery will become a 3-D physical reality, and it does.

This might explain why she could tell Vladimir he would go back to civilization and write a book about his meeting with her and it would become an instant best seller. That many people all over Earth would soon desire and begin moving back to nature to create their very own Motherland domains, or that a tiny natural Garden of Eden space of love, light and power would duly restore all of Earth to its original pristine Garden of Eden existence again forever and ever.
Chapter 12

Anastasia’s Goddess

Beauty and Purity

Anastasia’s Immense Inner and Outer Goddess Beauty and Absolute Invincible Pristine Purity

One of the many astounding aspects and attributes Vladimir Megre noted in Anastasia, in addition to her incredible perfectly symmetrical goddess-like physical female figure and sheer radiant beauty, was her ever-present total purity of body, soul and spirit. It was impossible for Anastasia to think or tell a lie.

Anastasia stood centered like a rock in an integral immutable posture of expressing and living nothing but her own personally acquired and known truth. Her daily moment-to-moment way of life demanded she be totally truthful and transparent, fully upfront on all matters.

Anastasia was crystal pure, delightfully genuine and truly modest and humble. There was never a trace of false pride or the slightest air of superiority in anything she said or did.
Vladimir was dumbfounded and incredulous, often completely doubtful of her seeming super-normal abilities on all fronts. Anastasia was seen from his then glazed perception as completely abnormal, utterly primitive and wholly naive about 3-D physical “reality.” She could not be compromised, even by onslaughts from the most powerful of dark forces.

In time, Vladimir gradually understood that Anastasia’s shining inner and outer radiant goddess beauty was the natural normal result of her immovable intent to speak and be the pure living truth of what she naturally knew of every situation or event she encountered.

Trust is a major part of purity and truth and Anastasia trusted wholly in what she had abundantly learned from nature and from her loving Adept grandfather and dear nurturing great-grandfather.

Since purity is the major essence of both Truth and Power, her pristine purity was and is the dynamic ever-flowing source of her seeming infinite wisdom, grace and awesome power over “beasts” of the forest and a sovereign dominion over past, present or future human and earthly events. Bless her heart!
Chapter 13
Anastasia Explains Dark Force Control

Anastasia Tells How Dark Forces Controlling Earth “Civilization” Has Led Humanity Toward Self-Destruction

Scattered profusely throughout the nine Ringing Cedars series is the astounding (to Vladimir) disclosure that dark forces had long ago seized total control of human civilization.

Anastasia reveals that originally, in the beginning of Man’s physical manifestation, Man enjoyed and communicated perfectly with one another in a pristine pure telepathic and verbal language.

Far back through the ages, the dark forces utilized the handiwork of two monks under their control to do their bidding and create an alphabet and a written language. Thus, the pure ancient “word of mouth” transmission of the body of truth known as the Mysteries was compromised, leading to partial truths, half-truths and eventually outright lies to lure trusting Man away from the pristine pure way of living on Earth.

It was the intent of and by design that the dark forces infiltrate and infect everyone on Earth with the false doctrine that only the visible physical reality was
real and anything invisible was mere imagination, as far from reality that a logical thinking person could imagine.

In due time every major walk or avenue of human life, religion, government, politics, science, sports, even the arts became tainted and lost their purity and genuine real expression on Earth.

Over the ages, huge civilizations would reach great heights, only to be brought down again by the covert, but ever present dark forces bringing about a cataclysmic wholesale and almost total obliteration of Man on Earth. The very ancient civilization of Lemuria was destroyed by the machinations of the dark forces, as was the more contemporary Atlantis a mere 12,000 years ago.

When Anastasia learned the dark forces, currently still having major control over every walk of life on Earth, were steering Man in a headlong rush toward a soon “end times” Armageddon as prophesied by Nostradamus, she decided to use her enlightened mighty power as Man to terminate their control and create a final Golden Age on Earth instead.
While Vladimir listened in disbelief, Anastasia explained how one day she sat down with the intent and resolve to use the mighty creative powers now consciously highly developed within her to foil the plan of the dark forces of the utter destruction of Man on Earth. She intently dreamed forth instead a more humanly loving, lucid and powerful “end times” dream.

In her love- and light-filled forthcoming human world of immense grace, long duped Man on Earth would instead awaken in the last few moments of “end times” to take back the self-empowerment he had innocently long ago handed over to his dark controllers.

In her new dream of Earth’s shining future, Anastasia’s beloved nature on Earth would be restored back to its former great pristine purity and heavenly beauty, for soon a critical mass number of the Family of Man
on Earth would awaken and trigger her dream into vivid, very real 3-D manifestation.

In turn, the dark forces would gradually diminish. The truth of an outpouring huge wave of the Light of Knowledge would blaze forth and reveal all that was dark. All dark secrets would be shouted from the rooftops. The mass collective of International dark forces that still control mass media communication systems would fall apart.

The light of awareness, gradually disclosing the truth so long denied Man of his true origin, ending his term in duality as a gradually “dumbed down” slave of corporate commercial interests owned or controlled by the dark forces on Earth would joyously and suddenly end.

The Truth would be restored in religion. Old national borders and international governments holding their overt tyrannical power created, supported and directed by the dark forces would tumble. New national government leaders, replaced by Grace-filled Man would bring truth, justice, abundance and freedom to all.

A sudden planet-wide “convergence” did occur. [Note from Author Russ Michael: I felt it and sobbed for joy for hours, even though I did not know what
genuinely “happened” until the fact of the sudden convergence was revealed to me along with a huge crowd of student of the RAM, the morning of the following day.]

Old fortresses of government, religion and national or international politics would crumble. The old halls of science, art, and sports for distraction and profit, including all other falsely constructed dark-force controlled forms or institutions would lose their power. Confrontation and war would end.

Instead, a very rapidly formed grand bright-shining new day would dawn—ushering in a wholly new manmade Earthly paradigm. It would leave the old dark ways of Man’s life on Earth to the burnt ashes of the past, leading to a final Golden Age on Earth, wherein each and all of the Family of Man would awaken to know, love and happily, lovingly be his freely nurturing “brothers keeper.”

In rage and uncontrolled anger, the powerful dark forces on Earth gathered their planet-wide dark forces together, wholly intent on ending Anastasia’s life, thus from her humanly embodied ability to nurture and manifest her dream.
Anastasia realized and felt the sudden massive collective dark forces attack on her body and Being, but was fearless.

She was intent on seeing her dream come to fruition, and in a moment of great inspiration, she outwitted the entire collective of The Dark Brotherhood on Earth.

Anastasia told Vladimir she stopped all 3-D linear time for a nano-second of infinity and, despite the infinitely tiny “no time” size of her sudden, ultra-brief no timeline “window,” it was long enough for the faster thinking collective of The Great White Brotherhood on Earth who Anastasia coyly and constantly refers to as “they.”

The powerful loving, pure human intent—that grace-filled dream of Anastasia—had the lucidly, sufficiently detailed, Man-based power to manifest, and was in that split no-time moment snatched up and swiftly anchored within her, a humanly embodied Man on Earth. Thus Anastasia’s long nano-moment of no time was enough to insert her dream of a Golden Age on Earth and to alter and completely halt the dark forces powerful massive thrust toward self-obliteration.
Now instead, a dazzling white, white path opened wide into Man’s future on Earth. It was a shining path of regained light, as the love and power of purified Man was reborn on Earth in that split nano-second. Then for the portal of time was closed too fast by the Great White Brotherhood for the “collective” or any darkened soul within the ranks of The Dark Brotherhood—embodied in human form—to alter the new dream for Man on Earth as now envisioned and ordained by dear Anastasia.
During the course of events and after their second encounter, Anastasia surprises Vladimir with the revelation that she has programmed his future for the better in a vividly clear dream that she knows will absolutely manifest. She predicts that he, an entrepreneur business person, will suddenly discard his business life and write a book about her that will become an instant very huge bestseller, and that this will eventually lead to him being the “richest on Earth,” but only when his consciousness is purified to the point that money is no longer the object.

Instead, his vast accumulation of riches will be inspirationally and wisely utilized toward active educational thrusts to awaken the still remaining sleeping masses of Man on Earth to his genuine divine pristine human “angel” reality as a Son of God (the word Man or Son implying woman or man human body gender).
Anastasia accurately predicted that the dark forces would do all they could to discourage him from writing his intended book about her. In fact, he would face such immense human trials and seem so defeated that he even seriously contemplated suicide.

Yet, with her all-seeing invisible help, she helps him overcome all obstacles and write his book. Vladimir is astounded at the great interest and instant huge waves of book buyers who manifest to buy his book.

Considering that the first book, Anastasia, sold 10 million books in a brief few years in his native Russian language, no one can deny that her seeming so impossible prediction has already become a solid 3-D reality.

This most assuredly lends credibility to the hope and desire of other now already awakened Lightworkers on Earth that the final Golden Age our dear Anastasia is envisioning for all of us will also soon be a magnificent dream come true. And so it is.
Chapter 16
Vladimir Promises to Write the Book

Vladimir Promises to Write a Book About
His Encounter with Anastasia After
He Returns to Civilization

At first, unbelieving, doubtful Vladimir protested vehemently against the “silly idea” that he would ever quit his lifelong pursuit as an entrepreneur to engage in such a frivolous, risky, non-compensatory task of writing a book.

He argued that he was not a writer and the idea that he could or would write a best-seller book without having the slightest writing experience was just a flimsy, fanciful dream on Anastasia’s part.

However, Anastasia never lost her calm knowing posture that no matter what argument he brought up, she would and could convince him to promise to write the book soon after he settled his affairs once he returned his ship to port.

In due time Anastasia succeeded in countering every protest and vain excuse Vladimir could think of or bring up. Hard-pressed, he was finally persuaded to promise to make every possible effort to write a book
about his encounter with her in the mysterious deeply secluded forest glades of Siberia. He confirmed he would present a word-for-word account of her strange but highly interesting spiritual philosophy as soon as he possibly could after settling back into furthering his income on his soon scheduled return to civilization.
Chapter 17

Vladimir Does Not Keep His Promise

Vladimir Fails to Write the Book that Changes Planned Sequence and He Hits Economic Bottom

On his return to port and civilization, always actively pursuing further new ways and means to increase his income, Vladimir became embroiled in business pursuits and false starts to the point where all he had been working so hard to build for himself and for his family (his wife of many years and his daughter) was falling apart.

Soon the only thought that occupied his daily existence was sheer primitive “survival.” Nothing was working out as he wished.

Thus, his honestly intended promise to Anastasia to write a book was forgotten. It was the furthest thing on his mind. If he did not come up with a good game plan for earning quite a bit more money quickly, he would lose all he had worked for so long to acquire. Yet whichever way he went, all of his plans soon fell apart, driving him deeper and deeper into icy-cold despair with each agonizing business venture failure.
Months had flown by and if the thought ever crossed his mind that he had failed to begin writing the book he had promised dear Anastasia, he must have dismissed it as of no consequence since he was now focused day and night on holding on for dear life.

Eventually he reached rock bottom, losing not only his home, his car and other valuable possessions, but having only enough funds left to rent a very tiny sleeping room as living quarters. It was during this time that he felt ill, so alone and dejected that he seriously thought about committing suicide.

Fortunately, destiny was already at work, silently sending a very adept spiritual helper who could and would set Vladimir back on track.
Chapter 18
Grandfather Visits—Vladimir Writes the Book

Grandfather Pays Vladimir a Surprise Visit and Vladimir Agrees to Write the Book as He Had Promised

Deep “down in the dumps,” and playing the victim to the hilt, Vladimir felt a strong inner prompting to stop thinking and to go for a quiet walk in the little public park near his tiny sleeping quarters. He stepped out of his little apartment and strolled with a slow heavy gait toward the nearby park entrance.

When he arrived at the park entrance, he felt drawn to take a certain path leading toward the center of the park. Suddenly he felt mentally and physically much better. His ever-active analytical mind deemed his sudden good feeling was due to the fact he was now breathing in the sweet silence and fresh clean air generated by the trees in the park.

He was thoroughly surprised to spy Anastasia’s grandfather sitting silently on a park bench near the pathway. The moment he felt and expressed his sudden pleased recognition of the grandfather, the elderly Adept rose to his feet and walked straight up to him
with a sprightly step They were soon engaged in a friendly warm reunion.

Soon the grandfather turned the topic of discussion to the fact Vladimir had promised to write a book about Anastasia. He pointed out that so far Vladimir had not written anything and asked why he had failed to keep such an important and sacred promise.

The grandfather kept talking, advising Vladimir to keep his promise and write the book and that all of his survival problems would soon vanish.

Vladimir, who had begun to think of several quick excuses, felt so moved by the way grandfather implored him to dismiss all thoughts of self survival and quickly fulfill his human intent to write the book no matter what, to keep his pledge to Anastasia, felt a sudden burst or surge of new life energy filling his being. A new hope for the future was rising warmly within him,

He inwardly made the decision on the spot to keep his promise.

Vladimir smiled. Filled with a new vision, feeling alive again, he grasped the grandfather’s hand and pledged in all sincerity that he would now keep his promise to complete his promised book immediately.
Chapter 19

As Predicted, Book 1 is a Bestseller

Book 1, Anastasia, is an Instant Huge Bestseller as Clearly Foreseen and Predicted by Anastasia

Perhaps no one in the world was more surprised, but very delighted, to see the first printing of 1,000 Anastasia, Book 1 buyers come back in a few days to buy additional copies of books for their friends and loved ones to read.

The first printing of 1,000 books, sold on street corners by Vladimir and friends, entirely sold out within three weeks. His second print run of 2,000 books also rapidly sold out.

Vladimir’s next print run of 5,000 books followed the same “instant bestseller” vision pathway dreamed up by Anastasia, exactly as she had so confidently predicted to him.

Growing book reader demands to know more about Anastasia moves Vladimir to hastily write the second book of the grand Ringing Cedars series that eventually total nine published volumes published, each one chock-full of incredibly revelatory truths that Man had “lost” in the mists of time.
Chapter 20

Vladimir Meets His Newborn Son

Vladimir Visits Anastasia and His Newborn Son in the Wilderness

The time came when Vladimir realized he could no longer contain his nagging desire to visit Anastasia and see, touch and speak to his son born in the secluded Russian Siberia forest glade where she lived.

He was also eager to tell her of his huge best-seller response of the book he had written, exactly as she had predicted to him after her vivid “image” and after dreaming her dream into certain physical world manifestation.

In addition, he brought along a whole knapsack full of letters from enthusiastic book readers who wrote poems, sketched lovely artistic paintings of her and many who wanted Anastasia to answer an assortment of important questions in their minds.
Chapter 21
10 Million Books Sold in Russia

Anastasia “Ringing Cedars Series”
Books Sold 10 Million Books in Russia and
Are Now Published in 20+ Languages

Wowie! Exactly as Anastasia had imaged or dreamed, if I am correct, the first book written, never advertised, bought by word-of-mouth referral only, has already sold more than 10 millions copies, since that first 1,000 self-published printing in 1996.

The demand from hosts of enthusiastic readers to read and know more about Anastasia prompted him to swiftly scribe eight more fascinating volumes, making a total of nine titles in the Ringing Cedars of Russia series.

Thirteen years later, these gripping books have helped to change the course of human history on Earth and are already published in more than 20 languages. I predict without hesitation the Ringing Cedar Series will eventually be published in every major and most minor languages spoken on Earth.

I personally have read our entire Christian Bible repeatedly, as well as the major Holy books of major worldwide religions and more than 1,000 books aimed
to disclose the secret mysteries of life. In 1975, I even wrote a book, produced and hosted my own weekly TV series titled the “MYSTERIES.” Yet I have never read any book or series of books that can help to awaken the masses to their true identity as a human goddess or a human god, a divine living Daughter or Son of God in human form, as presented via Anastasia in the Ringing Cedars of Russia through beloved spiritual brother, Vladimir Megre. Bless his heart.

I recommend definitely beginning by reading book 1, Anastasia, then the rest of the series in sequence. The author has done such a superb job of presenting the real time-line continuity unfoldment of the Anastasia story in an orderly sequence and fashion.

One last point I wish to share with you. The books are written in simple, plain talk that anyone can understand in their own language. Anasasia had encoded Vladimir Megre’s mind to place words or images in the text of the storyline in a way that can heal many, if not all of the illnesses of a reader who is fully attuned to the book and her awakened I am Goddess MAN or God MAN self. Enjoy them, ponder, revel in and self-heal your ‘I Am’ Goddess or God self ...in awakening further in them,

“Physician heal thyself.”
Chapter 22
Vladimir Visits His Beloveds Again

Vladimir Revisits His Beloved Anastasia and His Baby Son, Volodya, in the Hidden Siberian Forest Glade

When Vladimir revisited his son, Volodya, Vladimir was astounded at the intelligence and well-being he exuded.

This time he was able to spend more time observing little Volodya and occasionally interacting more closely with him. At the same time he felt and expressed to Anastasia his great frustration as the son’s father and his obvious inability to play a fatherly role in the natural growth and development of his greatly secluded baby son. Vladimir simply could not understand how any child could be raised safely or could receive any loving educational care in what he considered a most primal and primitive wilderness environment setting.

He noted that Volodya was surrounded by a literal array of “wild” animals, mainly a huge female bear, a female wolf and a host of squirrels. All taking turns to feed, guard and protect Volodya, to wrestle and play
happily with him, and to leap joyously to fulfill baby Volodya’s every whim.

Vladimir resigned himself to mainly playing the role of an observer on this visit, but determined in his mind that on his next visit with Anastasia and Volodya, he would bring with him a few appropriate civilized toys. Perhaps a set of building blocks or a fancy erector set to hopefully arouse and evoke a creative or inventive urge in his son and put his child more in touch with a more “normal” systematic civilized way of life.
Chapter 23

Love Conquers Armed Intrusion

Love Conquers an Armed Intrusion into Anastasia’s Wilderness Glade Domain

The dark forces soon found out they had taken on a light force immensely more powerful than their own when they organized and financed a small cadre of two helicopter pilots, a scientist, and armed accomplices to abduct Anastasia and her several months old baby. The plan they enacted was for the scientist and armed crew to travel to the Siberian forest area near where Anastasia lived, hire a small boat to drop them off a short distance from the spot they had pinpointed as the lake and taiga motherland region where Anastasia and young Volodya were secluded.

Upon hiring a local guide and large enough boat to accommodate the scientist and his armed accomplices, he ordered the helicopter pilot, his co-pilot and two armed mercenary thugs to fly low over the area where Anastasia was judged to be in seclusion. Once spotted, the helicopter would land, abduct Anastasia and her baby and bring them to the riverbank where the scientist and his motley crew were docked.
The plan was to deliver Anastasia and young Volodya to a place where a science team would study them to discover the source and secrets of her seemingly great supernatural powers. However, shortly after dispatching the helicopter, they were astonished to see a woman dressed in plain country clothes and a shawl walking out of the forest toward them. It was Anastasia, already “tuned in” to their diabolical plan. It was obvious that it was indeed Anastasia when they saw her elegant stride, great beauty and her crop of golden hair under her shawl.

Showing no sign of fear or distress, Anastasia introduced herself. She asked the scientist in charge that if he would kindly “call off” the helicopter as the loud sound was a gross annoyance to life forms in the forest. In return, she agreed to answer any questions about her seeming unnatural powers of mind over matter, her ability to know what others were thinking, and the wide range of other mystical attributes she possessed as divulged in the book written by her beloved Vladimir Megre.

The scientist, astounded at her forthrightness, instantly radios the helicopter pilot, ordering him to return and make a landing on the shore next to their docked boat site since Anastasia was already there talking to him. She made it clear that although she
would answer all the questions, she was unwilling to go back to “civilization” with them.

As she was answering the scientist’s questions, two of the armed men walked up behind her and seized both her hands in a tight grip. Suddenly, an unknown force suddenly materialized out of thin air, coming instantly to Anastasia’s rescue. The abductors immediately are in a state of confusion, upon which one of the younger armed mercenaries fired a whole round of bullets at her. A bullet lightly grazes her forehead and draws a streak of blood.

Time abruptly slows for everyone present. They all look on in astonishment as the remaining round of bullets, one by one, turn to dust in mid-air. In this seemingly eternal frozen moment of time, Anastasia seems to be arguing with this great unknown force, finally throwing up her hands in submission to the decision of the “greater powers” of what now will be.

The next moment, Anastasia disappears from view and all of the shocked participants feel themselves split into two parts, a consciousness and a body. The body freely does what it chooses to do, polluting the earth and everything in and around it. Meanwhile, their conscious observing minds—frozen in time—are unable to exert any control over their former bodies, yet
each feel every sensation experienced by their own seeming mindless and busy bodies.

A hellish vivid group scene takes place as each of their bodies enters into nonsensical self-polluting, de-based unnatural and disgusting sexual acts. They look on helplessly as their bodies grow old, shrivel up, and turns to dust before their agonized eyes, then reincarnates and keeps going feverishly on and on through endless cycles of incarnation and death.

It is an endless horror; not one of them can stop feeling and seeing and not one of them can remove themselves from their hellish state of existence.

Anastasia suddenly pops into sight and cleans up a small area of the green grass for them, but the scientist’s body steps into the circle she has cleaned and quickly dirties it all again. Soon all the other bodies jump into the freshly cleaned circle with the scientist. Stinking, ugly filth piles up all around them again. Once more Anastasia throws up her hands in submission to what the obviously greater powers of fate or destiny decree.

However, at that precise moment the great fireball force returns, obviously finally submitting to Anastasia’s pleading, loving concern and forgiveness of her
fellow MAN. All at once—to the great relief of all—the moment of frozen time ends.

As one of the participants involved later tells Vladimir, that lucid hideous hell experience was indelibly imprinted on his mind and he will never forget it to his dying day. It turned his life around completely and forever, for he now only wishes to gain true self-enlightenment and to be of daily service to God and his fellow MAN.
Chapter 24

Vladimir Finds Ancient Stone Monoliths

At Great Expense, Vladimir Confirms Anastasia’s Claim of Many Sacred Ancient Stone Monoliths in Russia

Vladimir was determined to see if Anastasia was “whistling in the breeze” or really knew what she was talking about concerning the monoliths, so he took time out of his busy book-writing schedule to travel to the wild country terrain area where Anastasia said her powerful fore-mother had been buried in one of the stone monoliths.

No guide would agree to show him the way at any price so he drove to the area, parked his car, put on his knapsack and began climbing down a treacherous mountain path through a gathering thick fog. Because of impaired visibility, he stepped off a small cliff and lay unconscious at the bottom of a small ravine.

The spirit of Anastasia’s ancient foremother left her monolith to see who was entering near her domain. She instantly went down and morphed her spirit body into enough density to lift his head and treat his
wounds with healing power. He recovered to the great relief of both the invisibly observing Anastasia and her fore-mother. However, to the surprise of both of them, when Vladimir returned to consciousness, Instead of going back to his car, he kept climbing down, determined to find the stone monolith. Eventually he found it and happily confirmed that it did indeed exist, exactly as pinpointed to him by far-seeing Anastasia.
Chapter 25

Vladimir Learns the Purpose of the Monoliths

Vladimir Learns the Vital Significance and Purpose of The Many Worldwide Ancient Stone Monoliths

The deeper Vladimir researches, the more he discovers there are hundreds, perhaps thousands, of unique stone monoliths within the borders of Russia, and the more determined he is to find their secret historical significance. He plies Anastasia with many questions about them.

Anastasia explains that the old Vedic culture tribes and civilizations dating back tens of thousands of years, perhaps even millions of years, knew the importance not only of images but also of the sacred rites practiced at the sacred sites where the monoliths were erected. The monoliths were of different sizes and designs depending on what purpose they served.

Several were used to measure or track the stars and planetary bodies. The Vedic wisdom keepers of olden times understood astronomy and astrology far better
than what our astronomers and astrologers know or reveal today.

She tells Vladimir that none of the myriad of unique pyramids erected all over the surface of Earth were ever designed for use as tombs for pharaohs or rulers presiding over nations at any time in our history. All of them served a local, regional, state or planetary function built into their design and erection at conception and supported by sacred ritual and public or private ceremonies.
Chapter 26
Anastasia Explains Humanity’s Place

When Vladimir asks Anastasia what is the true purpose of the Family of Man on Earth, Anastasia tells Vladimir that after Man has populated and filled the whole Earth with billions of fully awakened humanly embodied souls, Man will reach out to seed and populate the countless environmentally prepared planets orbiting the countless suns within all Creation. It appears the dream and will of our Creator is for the Daughters and Sons of God to extend Creation far beyond any thought or concept of infinity our human minds can grasp.

Anastasia explains that Man is designed from birth as a conscious image extension and expansion of Creator God Source and contains all of the power and creative aspects and attributes of Creator God Source. Rather than using slow moving spaceships, Man will simply teleport her or his goddess or god self to any chosen planet in the vast star-studded Cosmos of Creation.
Several soulmate couples can take up residence in an environmentally prepared planet to set up a “space of Love” similar to the first Garden of Eden created on Earth and give birth to an eventual entire loving new human civilization that will be perfectly accommodated by any planet graced by the presence of Man.

In another scenario, a single couple may decide to teleport themselves into the past, present or future of any existing sentient civilization and be the seedlings of light, love and creative power within the relative space and time of that chosen physical or 3-D planet’s existence in the Cosmos.

Man on Earth is assured that as primary living extensions of All That Is—as a singular and collective sacred god or goddess—he or she has a purposeful meaningful and joy-filled Spirit, Soul and Humanly Embodied existence in All That Is of Creation.
Chapter 27

The True History of Humanity

Anastasia Unveils the True History of Humanity on Earth

Many who read the nine volumes of the Ringing Cedars series will be shocked and astounded to know how totally free and unencumbered all-knowing Sons and Daughters of God like them have, up through the ages, been morphed or transformed into almost mindless, totally unaware, mind-controlled, economic slaves by a few very crafty high priests.

These high priests practice their dark works behind the scenes on this theater-in-the-round we know as our beloved planet Earth. Their equally enslaved rulers of tribes, nations of the past and present merely carry out the implicit orders and commands of a small beastly cloister of seemingly soulless, dark-hearted, uncaring humanly embodied as well as the all-seeing, highly powerful ages-old disembodied members of the Great Dark Brotherhood on Earth.

The history supposedly noted and recorded about past human life on Earth is almost all a hotbed of lies, a labyrinth of false information or a deliberate lack of truthful accounting. History was written under the hidden control and directives of the high priests who
have ruled mankind up through the ages with a stealthy, ruthless iron hand.

Hopefully, when you read about our true history and of our divine heritage, you will swiftly awaken your own family of loved ones, dear friends, close work associates and as much of the general populace as possibly about what and who causes all wars, depressions and inflation. About those who wield heartless control of all humankind as their dumbed-down, unknowing, fast asleep divine human slaves on Earth.

Two of my own published books, *The Secret Great White Brotherhood—Masters and Adepts of Planet Earth* and *Life in the Dead Zone*, throw an immense amount of light on how the Great Dark Brotherhood operates and how the Great White Brotherhood works constantly to keep our 3-D world in a needed state of balance. Both books are available in eBook form at my [www.100-Groups.net](http://www.100-Groups.net) website.

Fortunately, that old history of full secret control over Man is ending before our very eyes as all the long-held secrets of our dim, dark past are being shouted from the rooftops. Our dearly beloved Earth begins to morph into the light of a final shining. glittering Golden Age of Abundance and personal well-being on Earth for each and all of our finally, joyfully awakening Family of Man. So be it.
Chapter 28
Man! Ruler of All the Universe!

Anastasia Explains How God Created MAN as Ruler of All the Universe

What stirs, uplifts and excites my soul so much is Anastasia’s ability to reveal and explain in detail that God created MAN to be the grand ruler of all life forms within our universe. This priceless gift of unrestricted power to co-create whatever thoughts we dream or imagine side-by-side with God, was lovingly embedded into the core center spirit of each and every MAN, God’s most beloved Sons and Daughters on Earth, without exception.

This means along with that other priceless gift of human free-will choice, you and I and every other member of our Family of Man on Earth innately fully possess the awesome mind over time, space and matter powers that Anastasia so seemingly effortlessly reveals and exhibits.

According to unconditionally loving Anastasia, white or black “magic” is the result of knowing and following the Universal Laws of Nature. She reiterates that what appears to be magic is a completely natural
power gifted to every one of us by God. This immense inner power can be awakened and utilized by each and all of us at will if we simply go back to nature rather than continue to build a more and more artificial world, thus an artificial human body and soul “reality.”

In short, Man presides over all life forms within the material physical, emotional and mental kingdoms on the elemental, astral, mental planes. Everything we identify and know as non-sentient or sentient mineral, vegetable, and animal forms, within the 3-D planes or levels of earth, water, air, fire and ethers, either perceived or unperceived, not only on Earth, but throughout all of God’s glorious love-filled, life-filled joy-filled infinite and eternal Creation of All That Is.
Chapter 29

Vladimir Returns to Anastasia and Son

Vladimir Revisits Anastasia and Volodya—His Growing Son—in the Secluded Siberian Forest

Vladimir could hardly wait to see his young son Volodya again, now five-years-old. Arriving at the secluded glade in the Siberian cedar forest, neither Anastasia nor his son appeared to be around so Vladimir quickly shaved, bathed in the lake and washed his clothes, hanging them out to dry in the bright sun and warm summer breeze.

While pondering what to say to gently “break the ice” with a son he had not seen for some time, to his surprise young Volodya walked up to him and asked for permission to talk.

Vladimir is astounded to discover that his son can do math faster than he can on his high-tech handheld calculator and that his son can speak of mathematical formulas he cannot even yet conceive. To his relief, though, he discovers that Anastasia has made him quite a hero in his son’s eyes. His son is very proud of him for going back out into the sleeping “dog-eat-dog”
artificially created world of humanity to help people wake up to God’s loving, peaceful, truthful reality found only within self and nature.

Vladimir realizes that the expensive erector set he brought as a gift to help teach Volodya think creatively is a worthless toy. When Anastasia appears and prepares a huge healthful meal for the three of them, he also realized the uselessness of the nicely packaged food supplements he had brought to help insure Volodya’s good health.

In due time Vladimir sees how bold and powerful Volodya is when he jumps forward with his mother to do battle with the dark forces who were diabolically intent on sapping the life energy out of Anastasia’s human body. When attacked, Anastasia’s lovely human body turned snow white, as did a large circle of grass around her body. Vladimir was drawn into the fray, but no might on Earth is equal to Anastasia’s godly focused inner power, so all turns out well.
Chapter 30
Creating Earth’s Golden Age

Anastasia Tells How Our Human Thoughts or an Image Felt in Human Hearts is Creating Earth’s Golden Age Destiny

In the various books of the Ringing Cedars series, Anastasia tells us how the thought and image of a single highly focused human individual, or the collective thoughts along with strongly felt and highly specific now and future image will become a swift 3-D reality. How did Man do an about-face from a near “end times” catastrophic Armageddon ending into an assured, absolutely certain final Golden Age instead?

Anastasia, having the ability to penetrate the past and future, saw how humanity on Earth was moving alarmingly non-stop with greater and greater speed toward total self-annihilation, taking Mother Earth with it.

Anastasia began to utilize her cellular and genetic bank of ancient wisdom concerning the immutable power of an IMAGE to begin an immediate reversal of the downhill plummet of humanity into a black bottomless abyss or pit.
She created the image of Vladimir writing a book about his encounter with her in the Siberian wilderness and held the image of the book being a huge instant bestseller worldwide. Anastasia knew it would awaken the sleeping masses of humanity to the truth that Divine Man were subtly and stealthily programmed to be mindless, thoughtless economic slaves up through the ages; slaves subject to a hidden few dark-minded, soul-less High Priests and their dupe governors or rulers of nations.

These slaves, though, would birth a giant flood of newly awakened Lightworkers to carry on their own individual and snowballing collective desire and imagery input with her into her well-thought-out Golden Age image, and thus assure its unstoppable near future reality.

I am one of these awakened souls holding and carrying forth this same shining imminent Golden Age IMAGE. Are you? So be it!

Did not our loving Creator God say, “without vision my people perish?”
Chapter 31

Gardeners and Children Will Transform Earth

Anastasia Reveals How Growers of Small Family Gardens and Children Will Uplift and Transform our New Earth

The key to hastening the unfoldment of the Golden Age on Earth is to lobby governments and to get various countries to pass legislation granting one tax-free hectare (2.5 acres) of farmable land to citizens of age in that nation who want to dwell in a self-made Garden of Eden-like natural, self-sustaining, self-surviving manner.

Many people in every major country on Earth already have a small or large family garden and love to grow and eat food unsullied by toxic fertilizers or radiated or showered with poison spray or frozen and half-alive. In Russia already there are millions of such small privately owned gardens called dachniks. These dachniks supply more food for themselves and Russia’s citizens living in the cities than all the huge dark-force, expensive polluting big-machinery commercial farming cadres put together.
Since the first 2,000 self-published books sold out in weeks in 1996, leading to larger and larger print runs all selling out quickly by word-of-mouth advertising only, more than 12 million books of the Ringing Cedars series have been sold, read and re-read, borrowed by family members or friends, and available for checkout in countless libraries worldwide. These magnetic, gripping books are now published in 20 languages.

Tens of thousands, if not millions, of people now support and hold the IMAGE of going back to God and nature by possessing, designing and actively creating their own little touch of “Heaven on Earth” for themselves and their kin in their own privately owned lovingly created motherland domain.

Anastasia has graciously laid out a general design of what plant—what kind and how many fruit bearing shrubs, plants and fruit orchard trees recommended for each private Motherland Domain. All domain fences are of appropriate small tree shrubs and, as a rule, everything should be designed or modified, including a small house dwelling in a central location, and every seed, plant, bush tree, needs to be planted and handled as much as humanly possible only by the domain owners themselves.
Each domain is private and no one is allowed entry into them unless invited by the Motherland Domain owners. A settlement of domains ought to not, as a rule, exceed 360 private domains, with a community center created cooperatively by the domain owners of the settlement, which can include a school or wide-open spaces where social gatherings can take place.

When you pour over the books, you will be able to get most or all of the information you need to design and create your own back-to-nature family Motherland Domain. God bless it, and God bless you.
Chapter 32

Signs Grow of a Final Golden Age

Anastasia Foretold and Foresees a Final Golden Age Soon Collectively Manifested By Us

We must each and all think, feel and speak positively of and joyously IMAGE a forthcoming Golden Age on Earth, even as a powerful dark-force controlled media keeps trying frantically to quell our unstoppable massive worldwide silent, peaceful, calmly growing spiritual awakening. Let us be active citizens demanding an end to all wars. Insistent on a secure permanent peace on Earth with responsible government and mass worldwide distribution and sharing of the overflowing abundance that Mother Earth provides for the Family of MAN. Consciously ignore puppet newscasters who are consistently pontificating night and day about terrorism, a falling dollar, a dimly failing economy, dark-force government mandatory forced swine flu vaccinations, or other dire news.

As any awakened or enlightened citizen of Earth knows, these manmade flu seasons and mercury-laden vaccines are aimed at intentionally killing off a massive number of humanity. The heartless slaughter is aimed especially toward mothers and children.
Welcome to our now destined final glorious “end times” Golden Age on Earth. As all great wise men and women of old have stated, including our recent more widely known Master Mentor teacher Jesus, “look beyond the appearances.” Then the true reality of what transpires in any given moment on Earth is seen.

Our collective light has grown and continues to grow exponentially. Here and there—and everywhere—each new moment of each new day, more and more sleeping souls on our sadly mistreated, almost totally polluted, greatly poisoned Earth awaken. Each newly awakened soul eventually vows to be a more consciously responsible planetary steward.

Thus, our divine Family of MAN edges back ever closer to the sacred, blissful Heaven on Earth lifestyle ordained for us by our Creator God. Each and all of us who have awakened or are awakening to our real goddess or god identity are awakening others we touch who yet slumber we by our mere presence.
Chapter 34

Earth Lights up More Daily

Thanks Greatly to Anastasia, Our Earth Lights Up More Daily in Her Birth as a New Star in the Heavens

The more Ringing Cedars Series books you read and ponder (and the more you read the books), the more fully you will understand how one fully awakened Adept like Anastasia can wield enough influence upon you, me and many others to enable us all to wake up a critical mass number of slumbering human souls. Thus rescuing an otherwise surely doomed humanity on Earth from complete physical form extinction.

Seen and known as a great shining light upon Earth, probably a hundred million human souls have heard, read or know of Anastasia’s incredible existence.

There is no doubt in my mind that Anastasia played a heavy guiding hand in stopping what looked like a headlong rush of our human family on Earth toward utter, total obliteration. Humanity was head-
ing pell-mell toward the possible death of all life forms on Earth.

I intuit and feel strongly in my heart that dear loving, caring, sharing Anastasia helped turn all human life on this planet from a steady fatal dying vibratory downward spiral to an abrupt leveling off or balancing of power between dark forces and light forces.

Then she seized the moment and led us all—with an equally abrupt revitalizing unstoppable vibratory upward spiral—to awakening, joining and heading a great mass of uplifted and now uplifting humanity into our final Golden Age on Earth. This will further eventually lead to a triumphant birth of our beloved Earth into a brilliant sacred new star in the infinitely vast heavens of unending life Creation.
Chapter 35
Bless Us All! We are One!

With all our collective heart, body, soul, mind and spirit of reawakened MAN, we forever bless Anastasia, bless Vladimir Megre, bless Mother Earth, bless you, bless our Golden Age on Earth. Bless us All.

We are One.
So be it, and so it is. I love you!

I am Russ Michael
Age-Reversal@aon.at www.100-Groups.net
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Anastasia has sold more than 10 millions copies in Russia alone via “word-of-mouth.” This book recently was translated into English and a host of other major languages worldwide, and will probably be the all-time best-seller book on Earth within a few years.

And rightly so.

This book starts slow on the first couple of pages, but then grabs you and never lets you go from start to finish. So many key Lightworker friends like Lawrence Kennedy, Sandra Sitzman, Laya Ortiz, Wendy Dixon and others rave wildly about this delightful, soul-expanding book.

Brother Lawrence said the Ringing Cedars series was in his estimation the all-time best series of spiritual books ever written on Earth! For me, an author of 33 published books, occupied with two major important spiritual projects, and despite having my plate full daily working on these projects 12 to 16 hours, I scarcely have time for reading a new book. However,
prompted by loving friends and intuitive spirit, I went online to www.amazon.com and ordered the first six books of the Ringing Cedars series.

My trust in their good spiritual judgment and their wildly enthusiastic evaluation of this book was more than justified! Laya Ortiz kindly forwarded me a copy from the USA. As soon as I received it late one afternoon, I immediately stopped all my other dedicated daily work on the computer to read it and see for myself what all of the fuss was about over Anastasia’s spiritual lifestyle and teachings!

There are more than 240 pages in this book, yet I could not stop reading until three hours later when the detailed adventure of the author with Anastasia ended (to be continued in Book 2 and on through Book 9).

In fact, my spiritual joy and appetite to learn more about breathlessly beautiful Anastasia and her world work prompted me to reading 146 pages into the second book before I finally decided very late in the evening that I really needed to retire to my bed if I wanted to rise up bright and early today! Book 2, The Ringing Cedars of Russia, will likely be read before the day is through (smile)... (End of early evening and that intent has become a reality.)
Once you get into reading *Anastasia*, you will understand my enthusiasm to learn all about the author’s true-life adventure with this incredible, beautiful, full Adept. She began consciously working to bring more light to Earth as a tot of two, trained by her great-grandfather and grandfather, two powerful Russian Adepts who live covertly in the Ringing Cedars wilderness of Russia.

Anastasia not only speaks to and commands all animals to obey her every command or wish, but was taught from age two how to access any needed knowledge instantly and to hone her ability to tune into anyone’s mind on Earth or throughout our Cosmos. You will be astounded at how she handles the “sex” issue and the absolute purity of her every thought, feeling and action, all projected with unconditional love to each and every life form in our and her world.

The highly skeptical author asked how she was able to demonstrate her countless daily miracles or help to change the course of Earth’s mad, earlier rush to destruction (the aim of the dark forces controlling all aspects of “civilized” Earth), and instead help to lead us all into the Golden Age on Earth. She explained that only the power of love inspired by total purity of thought and being was behind the simple but invincible power she wielded with complete humble
and self-assured authenticity. Anastasia was unable to
tell a lie or to misrepresent the truth in any way, as the
truth alone is what she lives to express as a fully con-
sciously awakened member of the divine Family of
Man on Earth.

There are so many things you will feel and learn
about true spirituality in this book. Like how to plant a
small garden where the living elementals here to serve
Man in the vegetables or fruit within your garden plot
are programmed by you from a planted seed to matur-
ity to successfully heal any body illness you carry or
encounter without exception and with ease and mi-
raculous speed.

I suggest you do not wait another minute to get
your hands on Anastasia, Book 1 of the Ringing Ce-
dars series. I guarantee that you will naturally be ex-
pressing your great thanks to me for my naturally
making this suggestion to you in your own almost
“beyond words” of gratitude.

Please do first read the introductions and all of the
testimonial letters, and do realize, similar to a Heav-
enletter, there is much innate intentional programmed
light, an intentional awakening and healing code im-
planted in the book directly from Anastasia as the au-
thor searches for and writes each book of this light-
filled series. You will sense and be pleased at the pow-
erful presence of Anastasia herself as she manifests her desire through the author’s choice of thoughts and words. The books and their instant worldwide acceptance were intentionally “programmed” by her into her pre-vision of a record-breaking worldwide bestseller and movie.

I am anxious to find access to viewing an Anastasia movie, aren’t you?

Bless Anastasia, who is in her mid-30’s, and bless the skeptical author, Vladimir Megre. Bless us all. We are One.

I am in loving brotherhood, Russ Michael

The Ringing Cedars of Russia by Vladimir Megre
Book 2 of the Ringing Cedars Series
Book Review by Russ Michael
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*The Ringing Cedars of Russia* will continue to grip and hold your heart, mind and soul enthralled and uplifted. The three days Vladimir spent with Anastasia completely turned his life around.
On Vladimir’s return to his ship, it was hard for him to get back into a comfortable old “business as usual” frame of mind. Instead he spent days rethinking his priorities before setting a course of action. He had promised Anastasia he would write a book and then work on developing a new society of Russian entrepreneurs that held to the highest possible ethical business practices.

On his return to his business quarters, he found his shipping business was falling apart, so he decided to put all of his attention and focus on contacting major entrepreneurs he knew to form an organization based on the high ideals that he felt sure other honest and high-minded Russian entrepreneurs would join. However, not only did his shipping business fail totally, he hit such a rock bottom in a few months that he seriously entertained the thought of suicide.

He had returned to civilization with such confidence that the course of events Anastasia had predicted and outlined for him on his return would work out, but here he was, homeless and nearly penniless instead. He was badly beaten by hoodlums on the street. He looked so much like a bum that another bum on the streets befriended him and offered him shelter for the night.
The new beggar friend turned out to be a former officer of the KGB and an artist. When told the story of Vladimir’s meeting with Anastasia, he encouraged Vladimir to write his book. He dug up and gave him a gold ring and a silver cross, telling Vladimir to hock them at a pawn shop and use the funds toward printing copies of his book. The ex-KBG beggar said Vladimir would need a good book cover, which he could draw if, as a bum, he could only find the drawing materials.

Vladimir’s mind went back to what Anastasia had outlined. “Write a book and then form the Entrepreneur Club.” Thus during the depths of his depression he suddenly realized he had reversed the sequence of priority as dreamed and outlined to him by Anastasia. Instead of first writing the book about Anastasia, he had chosen to form the Entrepreneur Club as his first priority instead of his second.

With that revelation, realizing the cause of his downfall, his spirits immediately lifted and he decided that even though he was almost completely out of money, he would begin writing his book. Then just as suddenly, all his priorities began to fall immediately into place.

In the morning, Vladimir went back to his small apartment to start writing his book. He could not get
the homeless ex-KGB officer out of his mind. He washed up, put on clean clothes and headed back to the basement shelter where he stayed at night. Arriving there, he found a crowd gathering around a dead body, which turned out to be his new ex-KBG beggar friend. His friend had died with a smile on his face. Attacked from behind, three other bums killed him as he was painting the art for the book cover on the outside basement wall.

Vladimir silently vowed to himself that he would use his friend’s painting as the front book cover of his book.

Three young university students agreed to help him put his writings into book format and several volunteers helped sell the first printing of 2000 copies on busy street corners of Moscow. Miracle of miracles! The first print run sold out in three weeks. Another printing of 2,000 sold out rapidly as many book readers came back to buy several books at a time for friends. (Note from author: I have been moved to do the same.)

His next printing was for 5,000 copies, and each print run after growing larger and larger. Just as predicted by Anastasia, his first book about her was a massive best seller, sold completely by word-of-mouth alone. As of September of 2009, only 13 years later,
well over 12 million copies in 20 different languages have been sold. I predict that in due time the Ringing Cedars series will be best selling book series of all time! So be it.

Book 2, like Book 1 and the succeeding Ringing Cedars series books I have read to date, is chock-full, literally jammed full, of revelatory wisdom about who and what Anastasia really IS and what she represents to each and all of us on Earth.

The valuable secret process of extracting healing oil from cedar nuts is outlined in detail in this volume. Anastasia’s grandfather tells how all of nature and the forest animals teamed up to raise Anastasia—how she learned to walk and talk in one day at the age of only 5 or 6 months, as silently observed from a distance by him and her great-grandfather.

He also discloses how Anastasia has stood up to and defeated the entire Dark Brotherhood on Earth, and changed the destiny of our planet. Now, instead of our sacred Family of Man heading for an Armageddon, we are rushing forward toward an unstoppable Golden Age on Earth.

There is so much to read, absorb and utilize in each reader’s own personal life that it would take a score of Book Reviews to do anything near full justice
to this book or any one book of the Ringing Cedars of Russia series. Obtain it and discover for yourself the delight upliftment this volume can bring to your heart, body, mind, soul and spirit! Bless Anastasia! Bless Vladimir. Bless our Earth. Bless us all. In great joy and deep gratitude, I am Russ Michael

The Space of Love by Vladimir Megre
Book 3 of the Ringing Cedars Series
Book Review by Russ Michael
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The Space of Love reveals how Anastasia, a lovely, dynamic, fast thinking, living, breathing vibrant Earth goddess Adept, has already greatly advanced and will continue to advance our now fast awakening Family of MAN into our now coming glorious Golden Age. So be it!

Disclosed is the vivid description of individuals personally experiencing the lower astral regions of the fourth dimension we call “hell on Earth.” Though Anastasia pleads for mercy on their behalf, the entire small cadre of individuals who attempted to remove her and her tiny new baby from her remote Siberian
forest glade by force all experienced a grotesque con-
stantly repeated and now indelibly imprinted living
“hell on Earth” existence as time stood still.

Anastasia, in real 3-D time and space, intercedes
to bring each and all of them back to their own normal
conscious human embodiment again. None of them
can ever forget that experience.

[Author’s Note: At age 18, I too suddenly died feeling
great anger. Consequently, I wandered in great fear through
our Earth’s fourth dimensional lower astral realm where I
was attacked by hordes of monsters, spooks, hags, etc., that
prevented my bodiless being from returning on the “silver
cord” path back into my dead physical body.

When in great fear I called for help, the brightest point of
bright white light you can imagine appeared in the dark
void, moving closer and closer, brighter and brighter. I was
told in clear terms that God Creator and I were one, that
God was me, and that I was a part of God. I could stay
briefly in higher Nirvana with Him, until I was reborn as a
human baby, or I could return to my dead 18-year-old body,
which would be revived, so I could complete the mission I
had failed to achieve in two past major lifetimes.

My conscious death experience was the greatest gift in my
already long lifetime, as I learned through first-hand experi-
ence my identity as a forever-living God-fragment soul or di-
vine Son of God. Instead of realizing it through faith, I personally know astral hell is real and our One God Creator is real, otherwise I might never have “awakened” to my unique conscious real ‘I Am’ soul identity in this lifetime.

END OF AUTHOR’S NOTE]

In *The Space of Love* Anastasia explains to Vladimir how she has initiated a life or death battle with the entire Great Dark Brotherhood on Earth. She tells how she has already succeeded in changing the ages-old predicted doomsday end of life on Earth heartlessly designed for humanity by the Great Dark Brotherhood and their massive dark forces that now almost fully control all human affairs.

Anastasia further reveals that all major media, all major religions, all major governments, science, invention, art, sports, TV, Radio, movie industry, entertainment and publishing industry, and every cent of money on Earth is now under control of the Great Dark Brotherhood and their dark-minded pawns or dupes.

Anastasia tells her beloved Vladimir that a very tiny, yet seeming all powerful secret dark occult cadre has covertly kept the “fallen” occultly entranced, almost fully sleeping divine Family of MAN on Earth in the dark as to what and who has had tyrannical con-
control of our human Earth civilization for endless ages. Anastasia points out that the last 10,000 years of human life on Earth, since the fall of Atlantis, has become the darkest as every walk and byway of MAN has been infiltrated and controlled.

Yet, despite their immense power, Anastasia has used her naturally gained Adept wisdom and power of Light to outwit the great Dark Brotherhood. Thus instead of heading pell-mell into a seeming total doom and gloom planetary destruction, our now awakening collective Family of MAN on Earth is swiftly being transformed in each passing moment into a glorious, radiant final Golden Age on Earth future instead.

At one point, Vladimir argues that women are not thinking creators. Men alone can create, he states. Women should be women and raise children, to just cook, clean and care for their family and homes and leave creative mental work to the men. He recites a host of statistics to make his point. Anastasia then explains all true inventive creation extends from thought not from physical plane rearrangement of dead matter, re-forming or changing one dead form to another different appearing dead form and that women are very capable of pure thought creation. Anastasia further states any male or female gender Man can create whatever is desired with pure focused thought alone.
Vladimir says, “Show me. Then I will believe that women may be able to create.” Anastasia paused a moment, looked quickly around, then asked Vladimir to look down at the sweet yellow chamomile flower at his feet. She said she would focus on making one yellow petal change to a strikingly different color, since any flower petal will respond and change to whatever new color desired, designed by and held in the light of a specific clear “image” created by MAN.

Vladimir is astounded! Within moments, Anastasia turns one of the chamomile flower petals he is observing to a completely different, very flashy color. After recovering from his astonishment, he asks Anastasia to prove her creative power further by changing every other petal of the chamomile flower to that same flashy color. Anastasia promptly focuses on the flower petals and makes every other petal of the flower change color in a brief few minutes.

As you will delightfully read and envision for yourself, each volume of the entire Anastasia Ringing Cedars Series is jam packed with what you and I would perceive as sheer magic or utterly impossible miracles. However, as Anastasia quickly explains, what she does is the result of her learning, knowing and applying natural Universal Laws. Therefore what she does or creates is certainly not magic or an impos-
sible unnatural event that you and I might term a miracle.

Three highly relative points will help many Anastasia book readers realize how a deep crystal pure soul-powered intent of a single Adept human member of our now huge Family of MAN collective and wield such immense absolute power toward creating Man- kind’s golden new future on Earth. We have so many joyful, co-creative good things to do together on our collective Motherland Earth!

Here are some thoughts I have gathered from the spiritual science called the MYSTERIES (handed up through the ages to MAN on Earth by reincarnating Adepts and Ascended Masters) to help readers understand why and how Anastasia knows of and wields such awesome creative power. If you feel the following information is too technical, simply do not read it.

Either way, I strongly suggest you obtain and read every single of the unique nine individual books of the gripping, world-transforming Ringing Cedars of Russia series.

Keep in mind that the capitalized word “Man” in this series refers to either female or male gender.
MYSTERIES Defined

1. An Adept

First, here is my definition of an Adept. This is a word I use often when writing descriptively about Anastasia and both her dear grandfather and great-grandfather, for they are both also Adepts. The immense knowledge and power an Adept wields is close to the power of an Ascended Master. The term Adept, meaning one who controls four levels of human consciousness, was recognized and transmitted by word of mouth and carried up through millions of years of human history over millions of years within ancient MYSTERIES.

After the vibratory “fall” some humanly embodied souls wished to return to their former pristine pure higher vibratory spiritual state and over long ages collectively developed an immutable “body of thought” that revealed Laws of Nature and provided a mental pathway back to living consciously side-by-side with God Creator again.

It was evident to the first compilers of the MYSTERIES that any humanly embodied person could be observed and studied to define or show the stage of spiritual development. She (or he) was (a)
asleep (not aware of her or his divinity); (b) was an awakening aspirant wanting to understand and learn more about true life reality; (c) was an “initiate” who was learning greater enlightenment, which was leading to higher and higher degrees or dimensional levels of “initiation” into the truth of life. Eventually controlling body programmed instincts, emotions and thinking to the degree identified as a (d) “High Initiate,” (a person who had seeming total control over time, space, motion and his or her physical, emotional and mental levels). An even greater step upward in levels or planes of human consciousness, leads to an eventual clearly observed identified human (e) Adept.

An Adept is a Man who has almost perfect control of her or his physical, emotional, mental and soul level of humanly embodied Being. An Adept is nearly perfect. She or he knows and controls all laws of physicality “almost” perfectly.

Only an (f) Ascended Master, a Man who has completely perfected and purified her or his life can make no human 3-D error. An Ascended Master is polarized in pure Spirit, and she or he has an absolute perfect control of the four fully transcended lower levels or planes of humanly known reality.
2. The Trinity of Self

A second major point to understand as defined in the MYSTERIES is that One multiplies or divides into Three, known as the Trinity. The Trinity is a base creational Truth that all major religions acknowledge. In brief, any seeming unit of one is a composite of: (1) a visible human body self, (2) an inner invisible consciousness we know as our soul, and (3) ONE synthesizing Oneness of each and all of our own unique distinct three individual (or collective) Son of God ‘I Am’ identities.

During an early stage of my own personal training in the MYSTERIES in the 1960s by the Ascended Master known as D.K., or The Tibetan for a solid month each night when dreaming I was aware of my conscious ‘I Am’ identity at all three of these levels; at my Spirit, Soul and human physical personality level. I could turn my focus toward and upon my Inner self, or toward and upon my outer self—or as all the trinity of all three individual self-identities simultaneously. This vivid awareness included the inner, the outer and the ONE synthesizing identity of everything and everyone in my dreams within the infinite domain of my human Spirit dream self.

When Anastasia speaks about her invisible or etheric astral body, she is referring to her cognizant
conscious inner soul self. Being an Adept, beloved Anastasia can travel instantly at will to any target point in our Universe through all of seeming relative 3-D space, and to any relative seeming past and future point of our immutable Eternal-Now timeline. (See Book 6, Page 56, where Volodya, Anastasia and Vladimir’s 5-year-old son teaches his baffled father the difference between what I call the body of “mutable visible form science” versus the body of “Immutable invisible spiritual science” that $1 + 1 = 3$.)

3. The Rays

Anastasia speaks often about how she uses her “ray” or consciously focused and controlled pure goddess ‘I Am’ soul identity to travel anywhere she wishes throughout all of Universal, galactic, solar or Earthly space, or into past or future events in our linear perceived timeline. Anastasia travels on the purity of her soul ray. We are each an integral profile or matrix of seven rays.

As revealed In the language and clear understanding of the MYSTERIES, $1 = 3$. In a 3-D duality plane, this extends or expands and 3 then equals 7 and so on and on in, upon and throughout the infinite eternal unfoldment of All That Is of the ONE (One Creator God Source). One of any One divine fragment of our
collective One Creator God Source ‘I Am’ identity self such as you or me is a composite of three major rays of ASPECT points of self (human spirit, human soul and human personality).

By Universal Law in duality, three whole God fragments unfold into seven extended whole God fragments. Each one of the now seven fully whole God fragments is unique, each made in the image of All That Is, and collectively form the four minor Rays of ATTRIBUTE comprising our seeming 3-D humanly embodied reality.

Thus Anastasia, like everyone of us is comprised of a unique matrix of seven rays. By Law, our Spirit must be the pure essence of Ray 1, Ray 2, or Ray 3, thus a Leader, a Teacher or an Activist in any field. The other five “points” of any life unit at the soul, personality, mental, emotional or physical level may be any one major essence of either the Ray of the Cosmic, Universal, Galactic, Solar, Planetary, Human, etc., of the All That Is 7 Ray spectrum.

I taught an advanced accredited university psychology course titled “The Seven Rays” at the University of Humanistic Studies, in San Diego, California, USA, in the mid 1970s. Thanks to being thoroughly mentored by The Tibetan, I can study and evaluate the psychological ray profile of another embodied human
being. In that light I do believe dear Anastasia’s ray profile reads:

Ray 1 Spirit (Will & Power),

Ray 2 Soul (Love & Wisdom)

Ray 1 Personality

Ray 1 Mental body

Ray 4 Emotional body (Harmony through Conflict)

Ray 7 Physical body (Ceremonial Order and Magic)

This, along with the purity of Anastasia’s awakened human goddess consciousness expressing through a staggering three human matrix Rays of Will & Power, explains her forthright ability to take on the entire Dark Brotherhood of Earth. It explains her being such a powerful and capable leader, able to reverse a prophesied horrible “end times” (Armageddon) of our entire Family of Man on Earth into our final now instead rapidly unfolding, light-filled “end times” of a triumphant, glorious Golden Age.

Anastasia has a lightning speed and willfully powered Ray 1 mind. Her Ray 2 soul radiates pure unconditional love. Her Ray 4 emotional body reveals why even a lovely, wise, loving Adept human goddess can create a great amount of self-emotional turmoil. Her
predominant Ray 1, emitted at all three of her ray profile points at the Spirit, Personality and Mental levels equips her nicely with the leader overview perspective and the mighty will and power of love and light to take on and free the Family of Man from the clutches of the Great Dark Brotherhood on Earth forever.

Hold that beautiful shining image with me. The Light of God never fails! So be it.

Bless Anastasia! Bless Vladimir. Bless our Earth. Bless us all.

In great joy and deep gratitude, I am Russ Michael

**The Space of Love by Vladimir Megre**  
**Book 4 of the Ringing Cedars Series**  
**Book Review by Russ Michael**
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Ringing Cedars Press  
www.ringingcedars.com

*The Space of Love* literally explodes with fascinating information about how our One God Source created our vast Universe, then created Adam, his only Son, a divine 3-D Man, followed by the creation of Eve, his only Daughter, to be a co-creators of an ongoing Family of MAN throughout an ever-expanding multi-
dimensional reality. Wisely co-creating first on Earth, then after a soon unfolding Golden Age future, teleporting to and co-creating even infinitely wiser upon the countless planetary bodies orbiting around all the stars in the heavens “above” Earth.

When speaking privately with Anastasia’s Adept grandfather, Vladimir was told of the millions upon millions of books ever written on Earth in all time, the number of “significant” books written was a count of less than the fingers of the hands of one person. Grandfather counted the Christian Bible and other religious books such as those used by the Hindu religion, the Shinto religion the Muslim religion, the book of Confucius in China, etc. “Significant” books are determined by the way they affected the life of the masses during their age.

He added the only other significant book written in the past two thousand years was a book titled Co-Creation.

When Vladimir excitedly asked where this book could be found, and who wrote it, grandfather astounded him by stating it was his book, the fourth book of the Ringing Cedars series. That he, Vladimir, was/would be, the author.
Vladimir asked grandfather in astonishment how that could be, and exactly why the elderly Adept classified and included it as a significant book. Grandfather replied unhesitatingly that his book, *Co-Creation*, indeed would soon be known as a significant book to the our generation and our children, and also to posterity extending long into Mankind’s future. He added that not only was it a significant book, it would be the most significant book ever written in the entire history of Earth to date. He said:

**Book 7, Page 190—English Edition:**

“You see it took three hundred years to make Christianity noticeably felt, and here look at what’s been accomplished in two years! Anastasia’s thoughts are materializing in a real way of life among many peoples, they are uniting their aspirations into a single creative impulse of universal co-creation.”

I too am in total agreement with grandfather. As is true of all the books of this series, this book is loaded from start to finish with many new thoughts not expressed in any other books I know of.

Anastasia reveals how God birthed Himself and all of Creation into One God Being Source Self. How Adam spent his entire first day on Earth. How 118 years later, God surprised Adam by creating Eve, a
beautiful Daughter of God, to be his “soulmate” so that a Family of MAN would eventually be equal co-creators of the universe with their very pleased Father in Heaven.

Anastasia not only rewords Christianity’s “Lord’s Prayer” into a radiant, more grateful and uplifting prayer translation of the thoughts and words of Jesus, but transmits “God’s Prayer to Man” in which readers will know God’s own wishes and highest image he holds of and for us forever!

Anastasia reveals the Doctrine of Imagery and how the highly advanced state of Egypt was birthed into existence through this ancient doctrine (known as the MYSTERIES) compiled by the wise men up through the ages. How a small group of high priests used this science in an occult (secret) way to gain complete control and secret rulership of Egypt. They passed that information on to their heirs, who are the high priests of the dark forces today that have totally enslaved and ruled all of our human society all these millennia right up to this very moment in history.

Anastasia reveals how each and all of us in human body form are born with the entire knowledge and power of the Universe within our being, which has fallen dormant over eons of time, but can be reawakened by strong human intent by each and all of us.
Anastasia explains how she can teleport herself to any time or place throughout the Universe at will, that it is a spiritual science any one of us can master if we choose and practice the disciplines involved to be adept in this science. How all animal and plant life are eager to feel the grace of an expression of love emitted from Man to them. How (and why we should) to build our own personal motherland domain, a plot of land, at least 1.3 acre size (1 hectare), which swiftly puts us each and all back into close contact with our Creator God through Nature.

In deep discussion with grandfather, Vladimir is told all the human minds on earth gathered together cannot and will never fathom God, that God can only be fully understood, fully known and fully realized via feelings that come from an open heart.

Since so many “experts” and professional debunkers question Anastasia’s physical reality, Vladimir Megre again assures us that all nine books of the Ringing Cedars series are about his true-life experiences. All the information presented and attributed to Anastasia came directly to him from a genuinely dynamic real-life humanly embodied beautiful Siberian recluse Adept goddess named Anastasia, and her Adept grandfather and Adept great-grandfather, as he has faithfully scribed in all of his books.
Co-Creation, Book 4 of the Ringing Cedars series, is a truly “significant” magnetic book you will read, re-read and ponder again and again with growing wonder, enlightenment and a gently more awakened soul, heart and mind filled with radiant joy.

Bless Anastasia! Bless Vladimir. Bless our Earth. Bless us all. All is well.

In great joy and deep gratitude, I am Russ Michael

Who Are We by Vladimir Megre
Book 5 of the Ringing Cedars Series
Book Review by Russ Michael
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Who Are We keeps up the pace, drawing readers further into the exciting true world and life of Anastasia, Vladimir Megre and their precocious son, Vолодя.

Anastasia shows her beloved Vladimir that the Family of Man today lives in two worlds. The lifeless, artificial world that our so-called “civilization” exists in, fashioned and controlled literally and secretly by dark-minded high priests is an almost entirely lifeless
world of inanimate objects and contrived social events, lacking a genuine natural, alive physical base for true human and spiritual interaction by creatively caring, sharing humanly embodied sisters and brothers.

In contrast, God’s real pristine world of nature teems with thriving life for human life and every imaginable life form, from the very alive elements of nature in our soil, water, air, fire and ether. Anastasia tells Vladimir:

**Page 3, English Edition:**

“...all the things growing in the earth constitute the materialized thoughts of God, and that He has arranged everything so that Man has no need to worry about difficulties in finding food. One only needs to understand the Creator’s thoughts and co-create splendid things with Him.”

**Page 4, English Edition:**

“Our Father has never produced any kind of suffering or even grieving for His beloved children. All God’s creations are eternal, self-sufficient, self-producing. Everything living on the Earth, from the outwardly simple blade of grass to Man, is a self-constituted, harmonious and eternal whole.”
Anastasia explains how forests play such a huge part in keeping the ecology of planet Earth balanced, as well as balance in the air, atmosphere and in regulation of our planetary climate. It finally dawns on Vladimir that Anastasia and his beloved son, Volodya, live in the best of two worlds. When Vladimir questions how to go about handling the negativity of the world, Anastasia tells him simply to press the negativity in the artificial world into “service” on behalf of the good of all!

Anastasia presents a more detailed outline of how to set up our motherland domains to serve not only the owners and their kin, but to be a magnetic “space of love” and a beacon of light on Earth. Our motherland domains will attract and draw family and friends of today into reincarnation within our family domains as our loving posterity, thus also providing each and all of us a gate or entry point to reincarnate within our well-established family line of kin spiritually imbedded here within a “Garden of Eden” on Earth many times over if we choose.

In speaking of a philosophy of life, Anastasia tells Vladimir that Man is called dead when he stops breathing, but actually that is not the case, “Man dies the moment he stops being useful to others and is no longer in charge of anything.” So much for the high
priests” programmed game plan of “retirement” in our artificial world of human economy.

A whole chapter of highly interesting questions from readers about how and where to construct a homeland domain is answered by Anastasia and another large chapter is devoted to Anastasia explaining the vast difference between a genuine spiritual down-to-earth life science and pseudo-science, both of which are falsely presented in our artificial world.

When Vladimir argues about the invisible programming that controls Man and questions Anastasia how a mere man or woman being constantly directed by such powerful dark forces can go about fulfilling a great desire she or he holds, Anastasia replies:

Page 245, English Edition

“Only Man’s desires and aspirations can launch any kind of program of action. This is the Law of the Creator. Nobody, none of the energies of the Universe, can ever break that law because Man is the master of all the energies of the Universe! Man!”

In the final, even more uplifting chapter of this book, Anastasia explains that human death has no reality. It is a mere dream and a very real, glorious, soul-fulfilling, never-ending forever co-creative divine eternity of light, love in endless Creation has begun now.
and lays further in wait for each and all of us forever and ever.

Once again, I cannot state emphatically enough that this volume, along with all the other peerless volumes of the Ringing Cedars series, will touch your heart, feed your soul, further awaken and enthrall your mind, and will make you feel ever so very grateful to be a divine Daughter or Son of God, literally made in Father/Mother God’s IMAGE.

So be it and so it is. Bless Anastasia! Bless Vladimir. Bless our Earth. Bless us all. All is well. In great joy and deep gratitude, I am Russ Michael

_The Book of Kin_ by Vladimir Megre
Book 6 of the Ringing Cedars Series
Book Review by Russ Michael
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The Book of Kin records the increased pace of humanity’s upward and onward march family-by-family through chaotic “end times.” Anastasia reveals another important key link to keep generation upon generation in written recorded touch with their forebears starting anew from the re-beginning of our now
unfolding great Golden Age on Earth up through the timeline of unending future generations of Motherland Domain kin families.

Without giving his complete name, Vladimir Megre consults with Alexander Sergevich, a famed Russian psychologist, about Anastasia and his precocious son, Volodya. He does not reveal his full name as he tells his story and is quite astonished when the psychologist tells him he knows precisely who he is since he has read all of the great Anastasia books. Alexander states, “These sayings of Anastasia are fraught with great meaning—a great philosophical meaning, I would say, and wisdom from an ancient culture.”

Back in Anastasia’s secluded Ringing Cedars glade, Vladimir has a long visit with his growing son, Volodya. He puts Volodya to the test when his son casually tells him he has learned to speak or read books in all languages. Vladimir is even more astounded—or, more so, confounded—when his son tells him he actually prefers to read the Book of Nature within and surrounding his secluded motherland domain in the Siberian forest taiga.

When asked to explain himself, Volodya says because he finds that the letters, words and sentences in books from the artificial world are dead, while the
Book of Nature that Anastasia also taught him to read at a very early age has happy living letters. He pointed to various trees, birch, cedar and pine, then to various bushes, herbs, etc., each a letter of the alphabet, explaining how these letters within nature form words and full, easily read and understood “sentences” brimming with life and the wisdom of the ages.

In due course of their father-son conversation, Volodya explains to his papa in the math science of the dead artificial world, $1 + 1 = 2$, but in the math science of the spiritual world of life, $1 + 1 = 3$. Vladimir is puzzled, so Volodya gives his papa a quick, clear, very down-to-earth living example, “Mama + Papa = ME. Count them, 1, 2, 3.” In compilations of the esoteric math of the ancient MYSTERIES, $1 + 1$ also equals 3, the Trinity or Divine Father Invisible Spiritual Life) + Divine Mother (Visible Material Earth) = Divine Invisible and visible MAN.

Depending on gender, the third now visible expansion shows up as either a Daughter or a Son of God. In endlessly further extensions or expansions of God Source, the One Human Father and One Human Mother gave birth in endless Divine perpetuity of MAN within the “WHOLE I” (HOLY) GOD—and co-creative God Being and Goddess Being into and throughout all living infinity and living eternity.
Volodya’s Adept great-great-great-grandfather, at age 125, makes his conscious ascension out of his physical body. He is cheerful and full of the joy and goodness of life with his kin in the taiga right up to his last breath of life. His body is buried in an unmarked grave within his beloved glade.

Anastasia makes it very clear that the Vedic culture passed up to her through the ages did not cultivate or support the idea of mass, marked cemeteries, and gives a host of valid reasons within this book. Volodya is told by Anastasia to keep his profound psychic abilities and powers to himself. She does not want him to be and feel different than others when he visits “civilization” in the artificial world to find and make his chosen girl “the happiest and most fulfilled girl on Earth” when the time arrives for him to carry on his fore-bearers Vedic family name and family line. Anastasia reveals to Vladimir, that she is a “Ved-Russ.” Listening young Volodya quips that he too is a Ved-Russ, adding that his papa, Vladimir” is also a Ved-Russ, except that Papa’s memories and powerful Adept abilities are simply “dormant” now, inferring, I believe, that they will awaken within Vladimir in our near Golden Age future.

Anastasia explains each countless re-occurring “one million year human cycle” on Earth is split
clearly into three distinct parts. (1) The Vedic Age, which is dominant the first 990,000 years, with the remaining 10,000 years is divided into: (2) The IMAGE Age, and (3) The Occult Age.

She explains there is no human bodily disease, or crime or violence experienced by Man living in the Vedic Age.

To illustrate her point, a whole chapter in this volume is devoted to giving a vivid, detailed description of a Vedic wedding ceremony between a young, joyous soulmate couple, each making personal plans and preparations in going through a sacred Vedic wedding ceremony.

Anastasia emphasizes to Vladimir the importance of heeding feelings rather than random or fixed thoughts about any facet of human life.

**Page 123, English Edition:**

“Much more important is the culture of feelings, which are capable of compressing all knowledge into a tiny nucleus. Feelings, after all, represent a tremendous amount of concentrated information. And the clearer and stronger the feelings, the more knowledge of the Universe it contains.”

Upon Vladimir’s comment that many people reading these books would immediately want to pull up
stakes in the city and go build a motherland domain in the forests, she says, “There is no need to go live in the forest. You need to clean up the places you have been polluting first.”

Vladimir asks if Anastasia can tell him exactly who is holding and controlling all of humanity on Earth in an ironclad grip. She replies there are six priests and one of them holds the position of High Priest. These six priests have built a family line up through the ages in which they have continually reincarnated from the days of Egypt to date. Asked if Anastasia can show to him “the priest who still rules the world today” she replies:

Page 197, English Edition, Book 6:

“Now you see an elderly man. Do not be surprised at his modest appearance. In terms of clothing and behavior, he is indistinguishable from most people, and as you can see, he is surrounded by ordinary things. And his house is not that big—his staff comprises just two servants. He has a family: a wife, and two sons. But even his family do not know who he actually is. … All the world’s money belongs to the High Priest. All the world’s money works for him—including what you have in your pocket right now....”
Almost an entire page of description of this now ruling High Priest, distinguishing features, etc., follows on this page.

The “icing on the cake” in this volume is Anastasia’s powerfully held IMAGE that every owner of a motherland domain will prepare a reverent family book, similar to the old “Family Bible” in Christian households. The material form of this book will be unique to each family—whether the cover is made of fancy carved wood, leather or plastic—each domain owner will make the final book Book of Kin version to look and feel like whatever they personally wish to design and create.

This family book has a simple right-to-the-point title. Book of Kin, under, of course, the family name. The father and mother of each domain will record in simple terms who they are; their names and a brief text to which the beloved after-bearers of this book can add their stories. Their children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren and on up through the generations will each and all fill in their contributing personal data, to that family domain’s revered Book of Kin’s fully accurate historical record.

I assure you that you will find a fountain of bright new light within this volume.
Bless Anastasia! Bless Vladimir. Bless our Earth. Bless us all. All is well.

In great joy and deep gratitude, I am Russ Michael

Book 7 of the Ringing Cedars Series
The Energy of Life by Vladimir Megre
Book Review by Russ Michael
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Ringing Cedars Press  www.ringingcedars.com

_The Energy of Life_ draws us further into the thrilling true world and life of Anastasia among the Ringing Cedars of Russia. (Remember, the term “Man” means either female or male gender in these volumes.)

Anastasia emphasizes that in all of Creation, Man alone is able to use the creative power of thought within the MIND of Cosmos to manifest her or his heartfelt desire. Vladimir tells how two thoughtful single women teamed up and went on vacation to England doggedly determined to find their soulmates. Coupling thought with action, through strange sequences of action, both wound up finding and marrying the man of their dreams.
Anastasia reveals how we not only influence others with our thoughts, but we create our own miserable fate or a bright manifested destiny simply by whatever major thoughts we choose to dwell upon daily. Whatever we give our major attention to simply grows in our own personal world and unique personal life. She tells a lovely story of how after a husband began looking at his nagging wife in a new light, she was soon transformed into a living, loving goddess before his eyes.

The day after Anastasia’s 125-year-old Adept great-grandfather passed, Vladimir found her Adept grandfather standing barefoot in the Siberian forest glade, listening to the twitter of a nutcracker bird on a tree branch overhead.

Grandfather shows no sign of sorrow on his face. Vladimir respectfully stood and waited patiently until the elderly man turned his thoughts and focus upon him. He then engages in a brief conversation with grandfather who told him not to worry about the future of Man on Earth, since his granddaughter had already created an immutable, invincible, unconquerable IMAGE of the future state of Russia and Mankind on Earth. Therefore, the “main work” was done, especially since millions of book readers on Earth had caught her vision and were already now adding their
own unique power of thought and feeling into that splendid Golden Age IMAGE Anastasia had created and was holding for Mankind.

Grandfather added that the high priest and the other five priests who controlled all society on Earth with an iron-fast grip were no longer fighting against Anastasia’s IMAGE for they realized she had a far greater power of thought and might then the six powerful occult priests possessed all put together. As stated in my own book, *The Secret White Brotherhood, Masters and Adepts of Planet Earth*, white magic is always more powerful than black magic.

Grandfather tells Vladimir that now only the very powerful, highly cunning dark dupes they had put into high places of power to run their massive worldwide dark-force organization. Now it is only this dark-minded army of souls imbedded deeply into government, religion, banking, arts, sports and all walks of life on Earth that keep fighting “tooth and nail” Anastasia’s IMAGE of a Golden Age on Earth. Most of this army of dark cadre minions would attempt to maintain their high and mighty ruling status and great lust for tyrannical power and ceaseless soulless greed right up to almost their last breath.

Grandfather, knowing that only the body of his elderly father was dead, shows no sorrow about the
passing the day before of his father whom he loved and honored so greatly. In the course of their conversation he reveals an astounding, absolutely stunning secret about his father to Vladimir. A secret that will astound most readers, I am sure, so I will not spoil your own private feeling of surprise. I feel it would be wiser for you to read and be amazed in your own reading space and in your own special way when this utterly colossal secret is revealed in this seventh, “energy of life” light-filled volume.

As you can guess, grandfather is a fountain of arcane knowledge and wisdom. He explains how anyone who can think with a focused greater speed (versus a slow-witted individual) has a greater power of thought and is by virtue a more powerful co-creator. A whole chapter is devoted to guidance on how Man can train her or his mind to increase the speed of her or his thought, and how to control her or his own previously unfocused thought. Most readers will enjoy the chapter titled “Divine Nutrition” that will open a whole new world of thought in your mind and heart concerning how you personally can attain and maintain that God-given natural robust health gifted to each and all of God’s divine Family of Man’s humanly embodied sacred Children on Earth.
A good part of this book is devoted toward awakening readers to our real history, not the fabricated, lying, misstated artificial history taught to us as children under the past control of the six priests and their social mind-programming expert dupes or by the uninformed “blind leading the blind.”

It is in this seventh book that grandfather tells Vladimir that his book Co-Creation (the fourth book in the series) is among the few most highly significant books ever written by Man, including the Christian Bible. Then he goes on to say it is by far the most significant book ever written on Earth as it leads Man into a glorious final Golden Age on Earth.

In this book, grandfather gifts readers a complete, easy-to-understand, detailed chapter on exercises anyone can use to learn how to teleport their physical body from where they stand, sit or lie down, to any other near or far location in Earthly, Solar, Galactic or Cosmic space. He has done it twice in his lifetime after spend a whole week, and in one case up to a year, preparing his mental state to accomplish this feat, but states that Anastasia is capable of doing it instantly, at will, whenever she chooses.

Anastasia explains with passion in Chapter 25 why a green, thriving “Garden of Eden” motherland domain is the finest gift parents can endow to their chil-
dren and grandchildren in our now high-speed rapidly unfolding “end times” Golden Age on Earth.

Here again, like all the 9 Ringing Cedar Series books—which I have read twice already—you will be drawn into Anastasia’s pure life style and her gracious, unbounded, eager and humble sharing of her infinite wisdom and sacredly held IMAGE of good for all on Earth. This one will not let you down—it will pick you up!

As you read and delve ever deeper into the Ringing Cedars series you will understand why farseeing grandfather answered Vladimir’s query as he did when Vladimir asked him if he too “will be one of the world’s significant writers.” Grandfather replies:

**Book 7, Page 190, English Edition:**

“You will not be one of, you will be the most significant, Vladimir. My granddaughter would not even think of secondary roles for her beloved.”

Bless Anastasia! Bless Vladimir. Bless our Earth. Bless us all. All is well. We are One.

In great joy and deep gratitude, I am Russ Michael
The New Civilization by Vladimir Megre
Book 8-1 of the Ringing Cedars Series
Book Review by Russ Michael
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The New Civilization instills wonderful new insights into how the Vedic glory of the past is about to morph our seeming worldwide chaotic “end times” drama into a glorious Golden Age on Earth, now actively reawakening within the heart and soul of our entire Family of Man.

Anastasia, Vladimir and their precocious son, Volodya, each certainly play their own significant part in heralding and modeling our sudden ongoing transformation from a long-time artificial world of almost abject darkness back into Man’s swiftly awakening natural world of light, love and immense renewed self-empowerment. Bless us all.

Vladimir discovers his growing Ver-Russ son, Volodya, appears to be in deep trouble, as witnessed by himself, grandfather and his beloved soulmate, Anastasia. Always curious and wanting to understand everything going on about him in a life teeming with daily wonders, Volodya asks his loving Adept grandfather
why the small deep lake never freezes over during the extremely cold Siberian winters.

Grandfather explains there is a powerful radioactive rock small enough to fit in his hand at the bottom of their crystal-clear lake that keeps their lake from freezing...Vladimir also discovers grandfather had taught his beloved grandson the ability to hold his breath for a long time. Volodya decided on his own to dive deep down to the lake bottom, aiming to retrieve the small radioactive rock.

He succeeded in finding the rock and brought it up with him to the lakeshore to both examine and study it firsthand, but mainly to demonstrate to any and all radioactive powers that Man is stronger than any element in nature. Now he stood on the lakeshore, telling his father to back off a little, and asking that both he and his grandfather lay down flat on the ground for the radioactive power is building up strongly and swiftly and there just might be a sudden great explosion.

At that point, Anastasia appears and calmly tells Volodya that the stone has used his own resistance to it to build up its own power that was raging greater by the moment. He must open the palm of his hand—clutched tightly around the rock—ever so slightly so the radioactive energy gently releases a tiny bit at a
time until the radioactive stone is back to its original normal state. Volodya tells his mama he knew exactly what the problem was, since his hand was hurting severely from the heat.

He was now calmly trying to think of what to do. He said he knew if he opened his hand suddenly, there would be a great explosion. Volodya immediately follows Anastasia’s sage advice. He gradually releases all the excessive radioactive energy and then dives back into the lake to return the radioactive stone back to its own “space of love.”

To Vladimir’s great relief, Volodya came back up to the surface of the lake a long three minutes later. When he arrives on shore, his father tells him how exposure to radioactive energy is really dangerous and how sadly now people in the artificial world he has come from do not know how to dispose of their greatly accumulated radioactive waste. Volodya, who loves to solve problems, says instantly that he would then go ahead and “think on it” to find the solution.

After a few moments of thought Volodya tells his papa the answer for radioactive disposal worldwide is simply to “deconcentrate” the now heavily accumulated mass of radioactive waste piles. Each waste pile can easily be broken down into very tiny capsulated
fragments that could then be easily and safely disposed.

He adds that each tiny fragmented radioactive capsule must be buried no less than nine meters underground. Volodya even suggests that such a tiny amount of deconcentrated radiation could be safely buried nine meters deep under the soon growing millions of “kin domains” worldwide.

Young, thoughtful Volodya has a dream. He notes his papa’s health and vitality is not good, so he tells Vladimir if he will promise to follow his healing regime, his body would heal and greatly rejuvenate within three days. He reveals, thinking ahead, that he really needs a baby sister to help him take care of his many close loving animal friends, who would miss him sorely, and the love exuding from Man, when he goes out into the artificial world to find and make one girl the happiest girl on Earth.

Vladimir knows he really would welcome help to “get back into shape, so he promises to follow a bathing, herbal and strenuous exercise routine laid out for three consecutive days, upon which on completion he feels like a superman.

Soon after—as clearly IMAGED beforehand by Volodya—the right magical moment occurs between
Vladimir and Anastasia and their daughter is conceived in a rapturous, divinely felt “space of love.”

During a quiet moment, Anastasia gives a detailed explanation of how modern day Man’s “reality” mostly is determined by the influence of the thoughts of others. She sums up:

Page 140, English Edition, Book 8-1:

“Reality should be determined only through one’s own self.”

Anastasia explains to Vladimir how IMAGES are created and used by the dark forces in a myriad of ways and in almost every single walk of life to control and to keep Mankind on Earth fast asleep.

Vladimir gets busy helping Anastasia usher in the new civilization on Earth and gives a highly inspired rousing speech at an International forum in Zurich, Switzerland, in 2003. He explains why he is a speaker there to his wondering audience in his opening statement, stating just exactly why he will be speaking about land and about motherland domains to a large and obviously deeply spiritual audience.

Page 199, English Edition, Book 8-1:

“Ladies and gentlemen, I am convinced that concepts such as love and spirituality must necessarily
have a material embodiment. The hectare of land I have in mind, the hectare Anastasia speaks about, is much more than a mere hectare of land. It is a space through which you may be connected to the Cosmos. All the planets of the Universe will react to the space and consequently to you. They will be your friends, assistants and co-creators.”

When his long, truly brilliant speech ended, absolute silence reigned in the hall, soon followed by thunderous applause. He spoke again the next day in Zurich to another full house, after which Vladimir modestly states, “It wasn’t just me that was talking with this audience—a higher power was speaking!”

It is “people power” alone that will create the new civilization.

Grandfather outlines on Page 208 in the English edition a brilliant and easily understood blueprint of articles and tenets of law Russia (and other nations worldwide) utilizing “people power” can demand to create family communities.

In one session with Vladimir, speaking passionately about “the new civilization,” Anastasia retorts to Vladimir:
“....people today believe that they only have a few decades to live, after which they must leave life behind and disappear into oblivion. Yet all along, Man’s life can be eternal. This must be brought out, so that everyone, or at least, most people will understand.”

Trust me, beloved souls, this volume, like all the other volumes in the priceless nine volume Ringing Cedars series, will add vastly to your field of knowledge and spiritual upliftment. How truly blessed is rapidly awakening divine Man on Earth today!

Bless Anastasia! Bless Vladimir. Bless our Earth. Bless us all. All is well. We are One.

In great joy and deep gratitude, I am Russ Michael
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The Rites of Love is the last volume of the wonderful Ringing Cedars series for now. It continues Vladimir’s soulful penetration into the ever-gripping true story.
about the life of beautiful living goddess on Earth, Anastasia, of Vladimir Megre and of their two extraordinary light-filled, love-filled children.

Anastasia explains to her beloved Vladimir that love is literally the core essence of the entire Cosmos and our rapidly awakening Family of “Man filled with love will soon be co-creating life in countless other inhabitable planets throughout all of Creation:

Page 15, English Edition:

“Human Society should study the Divine Program, using the materials God has provided, and transforming the whole planet into a marvelous Paradise oasis, thereby creating a harmoniously balanced society for all living things. Man’s attainment of this level of life will open up possibilities for the creation of life on other planets and in other galaxies.”

Anastasia gives a fascinating detailed description of the simple loving wedding rites practiced by a wedding couple during the past Golden Age of ancient Vedic civilizations, which obviously fully prepare the bride and the groom for a genuine lifelong, joyful, daily soul-fulfilling lifestyle.

According to Anastasia, the ancient wise men and women discovered that “The particular sequence of fruit and vegetable ripening in Nature were no mere
coincidence.” Probing deeper into history, she says the ancients never hunted mammals. Instead, mammals were domestic family household animals and often were a way of transporting heavy loads, similar to domesticated elephants of today. Even 25,000 years ago, our forebears were civilized people who innately knew how to love passionately and preserve individual and collective Family of Man love forever.

When time came in Ved-Russ times for young people to find soulmates, festivities were organized to help them find their lifelong marriage partners. Games were created to give every young person attending the festivities an opportunity to touch hands and look deeply into the eyes of each and all of the other youthful attendants. In due time, they would be able to feel whose physical touch and rapt connection at an inner spiritual level felt best, or individually confirmed who was the most delightful, harmonious and personally attractive soulmate choice at both inner soul and outer personality vibratory levels. No one ever was forced to marry another against her or his own free will choice.

Anastasia emphasizes the deep need and importance from conception to feel and express love to the fetus within the cozy, warm, life-sustaining mother’s womb right up to the day of birth, as well as to give birth in the same “homeland” location where concep-
tion occurred. Vladimir and Anastasia devote Chapters 12 through 15 to this vital point. The joyful birth of the new unique divine Man needs to occur in the warm place of the ecstatic conception within the warmth of a loving soulmate couple’s home, not in a cold, artificial hospital room environment.

In Ved-Russ times there was even a rite of a woman giving birth without a supportive soulmate husband at home, in the event a husband needed to be on a distant trip prior to and during the birth event. In contemplating the uplifting, awakening, down-to-earth spiritual influence that Anastasia has on our modern world, Vladimir states:

**Page 177, English Edition:**

“All our earthly institutions taken together—
institutions that pride themselves on their technological achievements—are incapable of solving the number one problem on the Earth: how to restore love and respect to families. But she can. Oh, Lord! What colossal truly Divine Knowledge mankind is losing! Why? Who can give an answer? ... What can I do to be worthy of you, Anastasia?”

Highlighting the importance of a “binding” and marriage of couples being soulmates, in Chapter 22, “Soulmate Gatherings,” Anastasia explains how all
the festive young participants in these meetings have a single goal, “A conscious awareness and concept of how to build a happy life for their future family.”

Chapter 22 of this final volume even contains a “Nuptial Rite for Women with Children” illustrating simple, friendly and pragmatic ways for women with children to establish initial personal physical contact and tried and true ways or modes to get to know a prospective loving soulmate husband.

I am positive most readers of the last chapter titled “Anastasia’s Wedding” will thrill to the soul-binding, soulmate “marriage rite of love” to a distant, non-present Vladimir, declared to an intently listening and confirming Universe and ending with the singing of a sacred song:"

By my own hand in wedlock I am crowned —
And now to be your woman I am found.
You are, you know, the only man for me
Our dreams will be brought to life you’ll see.
On Planet Earth, our Terrain world of blue,
Our son will be happy to be with me and you.
Our daughter will be fair and quick of mind,
To many a Man they will be good and kind.
By Heaven I am joined with you together.
You know I am your woman now forever.
The grandchildren we have will live afar —
We’ll see them on that big, bright distant star.”
To be continued...

Hopefully, in due time we might all strongly IMAGE, and thus look forward to an additional volume or two, or better yet, another whole, delightful, revelatory ongoing Ringing Cedars series, recorded and scribed faithfully and truthfully by our dedicated world server, our now—thanks to Anastasia—deeply spiritually awakened, warm-hearted brother, Vladimir Megre.

Bless Anastasia! Bless Vladimir. Bless our Earth. Bless us all. All is well.

In great joy and deep gratitude, I am Russ Michael
Recommended
High Vibration Books
and Study Data

*Heavenletters - Book One*, by Gloria Wendroff. Gloria has received over two thousand Heavenletters; one hundred fit in one book, so expect a huge series of books soon worldwide. Incredibly high vibration. The book currently is published in English, German, Greek, Romanian, and is expected to be published in about 15 more languages soon. Gloria also conducts awesome Godwriting Workshops. I attended one she held in Munich, Germany. It was fantastic. Join Gloria’s worldwide email list to receive her FREE daily email Heavenletter by signing up on her website at [www.heavenletters.org](http://www.heavenletters.org).

*Ask and It Is Given*, by Esther and Jerry Hicks. *The Law of Attraction*, by Esther and Jerry Hicks. Hay House, Inc., P.O. Box 5100, Carlsbad, CA 92018 USA; [www.hayhouse.com](http://www.hayhouse.com); 800-654-5146. Extremely high vibration. **Read ALL of what they offer.** Take a world cruise with Esther and Jerry. See study data, books, CDs, etc., at [www.abraham-hicks.com](http://www.abraham-hicks.com)

*Home With God*, by Neale Donald Walsch. Atria books. I highly recommend **ALL the “Conversations With God” books** by Neale Donald Walsch, likewise, a very, very incredibly high vibration.

*All four of the “Matthew” books* by Suzanne Ward. *Tell Me About Heaven*, by Suzanne Ward. Terrific insights. Matthew died at 17 and speaks from Heaven. Great E.T. information. Suzanne Ward is on my top 10 list of current spiritual authors. Email: [suzy@matthew.books.com](mailto:suzy@matthew.books.com).
**SETH Speaks**, by Jane Roberts. **Read all of the many “SETH” books.**

**Autobiography of a Yogi**, by Yogananda Parmahansa. A classic that is published in 40 or more languages. Be sure to read this one. Wowee!


**The Seven Rays**, by Alice A Bailey. **All 20-plus books** in the Alice A. Bailey series.


ALL Deepak Chopra books

ALL Louise Hays books

ALL my own Russ Michael eBooks (please see the final section, “Final Note from the Author Scribe,” for information on how to obtain eBooks and how to subscribe to my FREE daily email Michael Worldwide Newsletter)


**Your Soulmate is Calling**, by Russ Michael. Hazard Press–New Zealand (in 12 languages). Email: Danielle@hazard.co.nz or visit their website at www.hazardpress.com.

**Autobiography of an IMMORTAL**, by Michael, ‘I Am’ (AKA Russ Michael). Already contracted for publica-
tion in Romanian, Greek and German. I am expecting to con-
tract publication with an English language publication soon.
Available to publishers in Word or as a PDF file through email:
\texttt{age-reversal@aon.at} OR order directly from the website
\texttt{www.100-Groups.net}

\textit{Harness the Secret POWER of the Universe: ASK and There Is NOTHIN\underline{\textit{G}} You Cannot BE–DO or HAVE}, by Russ Michael.
Available through this publisher, and probably many others
worldwide. Available to publishers in Word or as a PDF file
via my email: \texttt{age-reversal@aon.at} OR order directly from
the website\texttt{www.100-Groups.net}

\textit{Soulmates, Twin Rays and Special Lovers}, by Russ Michael.
Latest authored book is expected to be published in many
languages soon. Available to publishers in Word or as a
PDF file through my email: \texttt{age-reversal@aon.at}. 
More Offerings by Russ Michael

**CHOCOLATE for HEALTH – The Amazing Health Benefits of Chocolate**
Russ Michael asks the Queens and Kings of Chocolate to indulge their minds with this new Blockbuster eBook. Now is the perfect time to learn about the amazing health benefits of Chocolate.

**The Secret Doctrine of the Ancient Mysteries**
Through your awareness of these once secret MYSTERIES--and their study and use of the laws outlined within them--you are enabled to escape the old prison house of matter. You realize your true identity as the soul. You find a true recognition of your source as a spirit.

**The Secret Great White Brotherhood**
Is life as we know it here upon earth more than a mere accident of nature? Is there a deeper, higher, broader and truer meaning to your life and mine than what we feel or perceive at this moment in space and time? All these important questions - and many more - may fully be answered for you in this volume.

**GOD and MIRACLE HEALTH Part 1**
Part 1 is FREE! It is jam-packed with life-saving information on the benefits of Miracle Products, Miracle Services and Miracle Mind. Download your FREE copy today.
GOD and MIRACLE HEALTH – Part 2

Part 2 contains all of the “How-To” self-help resources and information to attain Miracle Health, including the story of Jim Humble and his fight against the world’s diseases using his 100 percent effective MMS Product formula. Learn how he battled malaria to discover the formula that has cured 75,000 cases so far.

Finding Your Soulmate

This best-selling classic was first published in 1971, when Russ Michael brought the concept of and the actual word “Soulmate” into mass consciousness on Earth. While most books are out of print in a few years, this book is still a top-selling item over 37 years later and read in 12 languages worldwide.

Autobiography of an IMMORTAL

The exciting true story about the life and adventures of Russ Michael. If you want to understand more about the powers of the universe, learn from a key world spiritual mentor, himself. Russ Michael shares his personal experiences from a very low point in 1965 when he found himself homeless, barely eking out a daily existence and living in abject poverty, to his experiences founding global companies and traveling the world. This incredible story puts you into the mind of the man who has worked for decades to bring readers The Light.

The Secret of Sex and Sexual Attraction

You can draw anyone or any thing to you by the deliberate use of the Law of Attraction and a large personal stock of pheromones. “Your conscious co-creator job on Earth is to learn how to
live your life fully in a safe world. In that safe world, you will most aptly find that sex is good. Violence against another is bad, guilt is bad, to judge is bad, regret is bad, and even living in the past is bad - but sex is good!"

Soulmates, Twin Rays and Special Lovers
Given a choice (and who does not have free choice?) most of us on Earth today would choose sharing what remains of this day and the remaining days of our physical human life on Earth with a warm, fun-loving Soul-mate or a genuinely blissful Twin Ray or special lover.

Your Soulmate is Calling
Somewhere deep inside every one of us is the knowledge that somewhere--at this very moment--someone special is calling out to us for recognition. Your Soulmate is calling you, wherever on earth he or she resides. Your Soulmate is sending out a distress signal. The essence of his or her signal is: “Where are you? I am waiting here for you. I want you!”

FINDING MR. RIGHT OR MRS. RIGHT
Mr. Right or Mrs. Right wants you as much as you want him or her. You only need to know what you really want. Combine that decision with the knowledge you gain here about how to increase your attractiveness or personal magnetism, and you are already moving forward on your way to a really, really bright and RIGHT love relationship! Why not recognize and swiftly cut those painful cords that bind you to the past?
The SECRET PROVEN FORMULA to WEALTH, HEALTH & TRUE LOVE
All that magic means is the wise use of applied knowledge. The word stems from Magi, wise men from the East. As you read on, you will soon notice that I make many references to law.

The Birth of Earth as a Star
End times is not an idle phrase. The old is about to vanish and the new is already starting to begin. What is the END at one level of being is the BEGINNING at another.

Life in the Dead Zone
Death is merely the cessation of three-dimensional motion. It is a personal state of rest that will return to a state of motion again. Rest and motion, or death and life, are now, and have been forever, interwoven.

Eleven Magic Steps to Success
There is nothing you cannot be, do or have. You only need to ASK - and through the sacred heritage of who and what you are, your every request is granted at the moment it is made.

The Mental Room of Mirrors
The Room of Mirrors self-therapy technique presented here is indeed a valid precious gift to humanity. I know it well and I am pleased to pass on this powerful healing technique along to humanity in this volume.
100 True RAMTHA Miracle Stories
I wish to personally thank each and all of these grand masters who have shared their experiences with me and whose beautiful, inspiring miracle stories are now here presented to be shared with you.

There is NOTHING You Cannot BE, DO or HAVE
The real gold is found in and through your own creative thought or socially cooperative co-creative ideas coupled with the fire—or the fuel—of a desire for something in you so strong you can taste it.

When GOD Speaks, I Listen
Have you noticed in a loud crowd that when someone suddenly speaks up in a soft and quiet voice how everyone now stops talking to listen? That is how God usually speaks, in soft whispers!

Why & How of Meditation
As you progress in the art of meditation, you discover—perhaps with astonishment—that the most profound things in life are more simply expressed. A Blockbuster classic! Read by thousands in print!
Final note from the author scribe...

In addition to my best-seller, *Finding Your Soulmate*, which is still selling in 12 languages, I have written many self-help books, and currently there are 30 available as eBooks. I invite you to obtain and read them all.

After my death experience at age 18 and in the unfolding due course of my spiritual work, I have received thousands of letters of gratitude from readers of my books and from many grateful attendants of my workshops who have found their soulmates or their Twin Ray life companions, or made their wildest, most impossible dreams come true. A few days ago, I received an email from someone who recently obtained and read my 360-page autobiography.

Dear kindly eBook reader, this is what Carolyn Tester had to say to me about *Autobiography of an IMMORTAL*. Bless her heart.

I don't think I have ever enjoyed reading anything as I am now doing with your autobiography. I'm now beginning to read slower and slower ... as the end of it gets nearer ... a habit I've acquired when in a GOOD read.

Love to you and yours,

Carolyn Tester

If you enjoyed this or any other books of mine, please encourage your loved ones, friends and associates to obtain and read them all.
I suggest that you obtain my own *Autobiography of an IMMORTAL* or any of my current 30 available (soon to be more) BLOCKBUSTER eBooks.

Enquire now (or later) at:

[www.100-Groups.net](http://www.100-Groups.net)

Or contact me at my personal email address:

[age-reversal@aon.at](mailto:age-reversal@aon.at)

You can soon listen to my 3-minute podcast, read my brief bio or surf through the “Table of Content” pages of my many obtainable eBooks.

To receive my **FREE** daily spiritual “Michael Worldwide Newsletter” in your inbox, email me at:

[age-reversal@aon.at](mailto:age-reversal@aon.at)

and ask to be subscribed. (Again, this is free. Just ask!)

We appreciate and love to have new readers come to Russ Michael eBooks through you.

Bless your heart, forever and forever. Bless us all. We are all blessed.

*In living and loving gratitude to All That Is*

*I Am—Russ Michael*
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